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Considerable effort ha's been directed toward developing and study-
ing the use of volunteers' in the fields of mental health, correc-
tions, education, and health care. Significant volunteer contribu-
tions.'have been cited in regard to institutional care, outpatient
counseling, followup or aftercare, and even research and adminis-
tration. (See the appendix.) Ft seems reasonable, therefore, that
a real potential for intelligent use of volunteers exists in the field
of drug _abuse treatment and service delivery as well.

,..,,
.

Examinations of recent data from the National [drug Abuse Treat-
.ment Utilization Survey (NDATUS) indicate that volunteers consti-

tute a substantial proportion of drug abuse treatment staff--18
percent in 1977 and 17 perCent in 1978. Furthermdre,.wpen the
distribution of volunteers by staffing categories is examined, the
proportion of volunteers to paid treatment staff is even larger in
some staffing categories. For example, .,24 percent and 33 percent ,

of those serving as counselors in 1977 and 1978, respectiVely, were
volunteers. In 1977, all attorneys involved in Service delivery to
drug abuse clients were volunteers. Although this dropped to 69

.-

4
ts

'For the purposes of this report, "volunteers" are considered to
be those persons_who'perform rehabilitative and treatment services
and /or administrative functions and who receive no compensation
for these services. Although it can .be argued that "token- payl-
ment," academic grades, course, credit, and exchanged goods.br
service often do not fully repay an individual for services ren-
dered, they are generbIly considered a form of compensation.
Therefore, literature concerning those who receive such benefits
in excharisje for their work is excluded from this review. Because
this report i5 intended tb serve as a` resource for drug abuse
treatment personnel who .are interested in using volunteers, litera-
ture pertaining to self-help groups is excluded as well.

.1



percent in 1978, it still indicates that volunteers comprise a clear
Arajprity of attorneys involved with drckg abuse treatmenfunits. 2`

It is the objectiye of this literature review to describe.the volun-. teer movement and its' actual and potential effect on the drug abuse
treatment field. The ,first section outlines some of the phAsophical
and historical eyents .and petspectives that have influenced the
development of voluntarism. The next section presents data on
current trends in use of volunteers in the largest Standard'Metro-
politan Statistical Areas (SM-SAs), across modalities, and nationally
by staffing categories. It also describes the characteristics of
the volunteer. The/third section cites evaluation studies on the'use of volunteers. The final section discusses administrative con-

i cerns, such as sources of volunteers, their recruitment and train-
ing, and recommendations for the design and implementation of
successful volunteer programs.

Volunteers have been used most extensively in the areas of mental
health, corrections, alcoholism, treatment, healthcare, education,
end social service. Relevant Literature from these areas has been
included in this review so the reader may, benefit from this experi-
ence:

t

9,

2TheSe data, as well as justification for the above statements,' are'
presented in chapter 2 under "Current Patterns of Volunteer Utili-
zation in the Drug Abuse Treatment Field." .
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t Philosophic6I and
Historical. Influences -61 the
Use of Volunteers

The purpose of this section is not to provide a full account of the
historical development .of voluntarism, buti.rathe'r to selectively
describe'the influence's of particular social events and ideologies
on the development,of voluntarism as a social movement. A discus-
sion of the fluctuations in the roles allocated to voluoteers over
time will be included As well.

SOCIAL EVENTS AND IDEOLOGIES ASSOCIATED
WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF VOLUNTARISM

The proportions of volunteers to professionals who provide treat-
ment and services for clients have fluctuated over time, apparently
in response to changes. in ideology and technology, to social prob-
lems generated by these' changes, and to governmental recognition
and definition of certain conditions as national concerns. This is
evidenced by a brief account of the development of voluntarism in
the United States.

Volunteering as a social respopsibilijy has been tied to the Judeo-
Christian ethic, with its roots in America traced to the Puritans
and their beliefs about voluntary giving (Hardy and Cull 1973).
From the beginning of colonization; individuals organized to improve
the economic, social, political, and cultural conditions surrounding
them (Cain 1976; Hardy and Cult 1973; Leppert 1973a). As the ,,
population grew and as the Nation changed, from an agricultural to
a predominantly industrial society, cooperation among neighboring
individuals and families was not sufficient to deal with the complex
problems generated by these changes. The increasing compleXities
of life created a demand for expert knowledge and skills. As a
.result, profess)onals were enlisted as the primary treatment and
service delivery agents, and the involvement of volunteers in rela-

. tively sophisticated aspects of treatment and service delivery'(i.e.,
functions and activities requiring expertise, responsibility, and

3
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accountability) was greatly restricted, (Healey 1973;" Leppert'4973a;
Suarez and Ricketson 1974). Many of the volunteers began to fbcus

. their attention on forifring charitable organizations to deal with par-
ticul problems, generally those of health and social' welfare
Tht is evidenced by The establishment of such organizations ast t National Tuberculosis Association in the 1890s, the Spcietyl, for-
the Prevention of Blindness in 1905, and the _National Society for

is, Crippled Children and the American Birth Control League in 19,21.
hroug,h such organizations, volunteers sought not only to bring

ut and influence care and services for specific populations
rough community education and fundraising projects, but also to

promote social and legislktive reform to help alleviate the special
problems encoufitered by the groups they attempted to serve (Cain

;1976; Handy and Cull1973). In the etrly 1900s, the roles of volun-
teArs' in service and treatment delivery were often indirect, if not
wholly ancillary.

The Depression drastically altered this situation. Severe economic
conditions greatly increaW the number of people who needed,
but Were unable to pay. 'for, medical and social service.
'response to this situation, medjcal professionals encouraged all
w uld to voluntarily provide health and social welfareservices

1976). Civic and church groups and recreation programs,
assumed caregiving roles in response to the economic crisis,

also made extensive use tof volunteers (Hardy and Cull 1973).ht
World War II also incre sed the number of volunteers. Because
many professionals were enlisted tocare for military personnel,
therR wore fewer to carefor the civilian population.. The concur-
rent (II-flux of women int the labor market increased the demand
for soNI services, desPi e the decreased availability of profes-

Participation in lunteer activities was again encouraged,
this Al, to sfill the gap, cr ated by a wartime economic and social
systthp (liardy and Cull...19 ; Healey 1973 Suarez and Ricketson
1974).

.:; .
By tt 190s, Ithe wartime imbalances of supply and demand in
regard to professional treatment and service delivery personnel
were largely :alleviated. Professibnals resumed control of agency
and prowam administration, and reestablished the primacy °Lacer
demic,,iiedentials and expertise, as qualifications for those wishing a.
to prove le direct care or services to clients. During this" period,
volunteer's `(serV'ed, generally as board 'members, fundraisers, and
Community diaisons (Healey 1973; Suarez and Ricketson'1974). In
addition tothese relatively traditional volunteer activities, however:,
a major clveldpment in voluntarism occurred in regard to the'erL wel- ,
are of handicapped and mentally retarded children. Parentsty._t
hese cliPdren were instrumental in organizing such groups as the

Nationaf Assogiationfor Retarded Children a?i-Liptipve United 'Cerebral
Palsy kociation. Unlike traditional volun e rganizitions" in
vi'hich the' fortunate 'helped the unfortunate, theseorgfflizations
were ihitiated by, and primarily composed of, those more directly
concerned or affected by the problem. These volunteer efforts
did not concentrate solely either on seeking care from .experts or
on demanding social and educational reform.' Rather, parents were
intensety \involved in both oftheseaspects of volunteer work.

- .
4 ie
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_islear the end of the 1950s, changes began to occur: in -the treat-
ment profgsions that' had direct iMplickions for the developments
of the 1960s andk.for cyrrent orientations toward treatmeat and
service deliVery. Traditionally the greater derband fof services
among the disadvantaged segment of the populationthose suffering
from poor housing, unemployment,,,,iracial and ethnic discrimination,
poverty, etc .-rrhad been attributed to some physical or mental ,

deficiency-. It becameiincreasingly recognized, however,- that these
.conditions extended beyond minority gr_oups such as_?blacks,

N, Spanish-speaking Americans, and recent immigrants. They were
1 ,generated in large part By social inequities and prejudice. _This

new awareness prompted policymakers and program atiministriat s
to view dilug abuse, emotional .disorders, alcoholism, 4rtcl c irhi-
nality more aS sociological problems. (Ryan 1,966; Szalgz 19 0)..
Simultaneou's_ly, professionals; first in the area of mental h alth

'ancibradually in other areas, discovered that lay workers often
seemed as effective in delivering particular services as were their
colleagues with .postgraduate degrees (Carkhuff 1968.; Caekhuff
and Truax. 1965; Grosser et.al. 1969; O'Dohreell and George 1977;
Poser 1966.; Rioch-1966). These two factorS encouraged increasing
numbers of professionals to reevaluate and reject the traditional
clinical treatment model in/ which only professionals were considered
q6alified to treardients In its, place, they begap to adopt a pub-
lic health model of treatment-and service deliVery. This latter
model holds-, for example, that mental illness% should be prevented
a's well as treated, and that services- should be available equitly
to the lower, middle, and upper socioeconomic classes (Naylor 1971;
O'Donnell and, Leone 1977; -Siegel.1973; Visots-k3, 1967) . This shift
in professional ideology carried several implications for- treatment
and service delivery: L

f

They were removed from the exclusive domain of professionals
(Ryan 1966; ' Sobey 11970;

They were moved from,an isolated,, custodial environment into
' community-based centers (Visotsky 1967);

The numbe of persons served was vastly Pncreased, creating
a critical anpower sho.rtade (Cowne 1970; O'Donnell and George
1977; Si I 1973; Sobey 1970); and

40 . An interest developedin using volunteers in formerly restricted
areas (e.g., drug abuse, corrections, mental health; and educa-
tion) and ih roles formerly ,reserved for the professional alone
(eg,:, counseling, control and enforcement, and client adminis-
tration3) (Ryan 1966; Sobey 19704.

In ttfe 1960s, the severe manpower, shortage was officially recog
nized jDy the Federal Government. An influential report by. the .

Joint Commission on Mental, Illness and Health ()CMIH) (Albee 1968;.

3For a description of specific functions and activities associated
-with these roles, see the appendix.

A
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Cowne 1969; Sobey 1970) estimated that 3,000 physicians and Clini-
cal psychologists per year, in addition to those-currently available
and in .training-, would be needed to meet'-the demand for services.
The commission- also-,reported that social workers had extremely
heavy caseloads and that mental health agencies Were-understaffedby 20 percent. This official governmental recognition of a severe
manpower shortage in 'mental.; health, services prompted investigations,
new programs,, and a drive to, recruit, volunteers in all areas ofhealth and social service delivery. The establishmentof ordaniza-

,tions such as Na,tional Programs for Voluntary Action arid the Cen-
ter for a. Voluntary Society ,was associated with these initiatives
(Blatchford.1974; Schindler-Rainman 1971)"

Other Government responses to the findings of the JCMIH included ,
le-gislatron , such as the 1967 amendments ro the Social Security
Act, which required that all ,States use unpaid volunteers As an
-integral part of service programs (Suarez and Ric'ketson 1974).
eFederally;administered programs such as Volunteers , in Service to
America (VISTA)", the Peace Corps, and the Foster Grandparent
Program also_ were established in response to these -findings4
(Blatchford 1974).

Yet another major result of the work., of the JCMIH is related to
the ideological shift that occurred in the mental health professions
in the late 1950s. Largely through the efforts of this commission,
the living conditions of the disadvantagid, as wellas-tthe conse-
quences of these.conditidn's, were redefined officially as economic, .

social's political, and cultural problems (Ryan 1966; Sobey.1970).
This served to' accelerate the chahges initiated within the treatment
professions in "regard' 'to treatment and service delivery.

Several recent cLevelopments influencing voluntarism have been cited
in the literature. Because these developments have not °been testedby time, it is difficult to assess accurately 'their effect on- the vol-
urgeer movement. One of these factors is' larger numbers df all
types of 'volunteers now available for work in treatment and service
delivery.- Segments ,of. the population not hertetofore recognized
as potential caregivers--youths, college students,,professionals,
low-income and retired persons, the,handitapped, addicts and ex-
addicts, prison inmates and ex-corivicts, current and former, psyr
ciaiatric patients--are now viewed not'only as potential recipients
of treatment and services, but also as potential providers, of care.
This relatively recent recognition, .coupled with the' population
increase, has provided vast and untapped human resources .6 The

These programs are not.discussed in detail because of the com-
pensations provided to participants. ,

'American Psychiatric Association 1973; Bergman and Doland 1974;
Borenstein 1971; Boylin% 1973; Coles and Brenner 1968; .Cowne
1970; Cull 1974; Eller 1972; Ewalt 1965; Gay et al. 1972;\Hodgman
and Stein 1966; Holbrook 1974; Kallan 19A; Leenhputs 1973';

( -Leppert 1973a; Levin 1973; Levine 1968; MacBain 1975; Manasa
1973; Markoff 1969; MitChell 1966; Morley 1976; Morrison 1'96.7;

116



. degree to whith these resources will be uSed,, hbwever, is still to
be measured. .

. ,

' A second, o ften-cited factor influencing volunteer participation is
the ideological orientation of.the Ameekican public. There is some' 1,
debate within the literature, however, as to exactly what that
entation is. In fact, the views' published during the early 1.970s _

and.those published during the later 1970s tend to carry diamet-
ricalry opposed implications for voluntarism. - It is too early to tell
which of these two ideologies will prove to be more characteristic
of the contemporary American population.

The first view is that more. and more, gmericaris -erre adopting
set of values and interrelated attitudes that shauld lead to increased

jbarttc-ipatiyi in ,volunteer activities. This ideological orientation
inclu8esi

L

A diminishing willingness to allow one's personal identity to be
subiberged in or ,ignored by an increasingly mech'anistic and
bureaucratic society (Schindler-Rainman 1971);

A searching for personal meaning, identity, self-renewal, and
interpersonal relationships iiships(Schindler-Rainma and Lippitt 19711;

A growing sensitivity toward exploitation, pollution, and misuse
of natural'and human resources (Schindler-Rainman and' Lippitt
1971);

A devaluation of money as a primary motivation for achieVement
(Miller 1974; Schindler-Rainman 1971; Schindler4Rainman and
Lippitt 1971; Squire 1973);

#

A dertiand for challenge and meaner-1)g in work, as welt,as leisure
activities (Miller 1974; S8fiindler-Rainman 11371; Schindler-
Rainman and Lippitt 1971; Sduire.1973); and

/t. growing acceptance of volunteering as an appPopriate and
.worthwhile leisure-time activity (VisOtsky 1967), and a concomi-
tant perception of higher status now attributed to volunteer
work (Kantor 1967).

Persons who hold such atttitudes might be strongly attracted, to
the volunteer movement because it would -provide ,opportunities .to-

J.: develop one's talents and individuality, to make concrete contribu-
tions_toward the .welfare of others, and to enjoy the personal satis-

Jaction gained through volunteer work (Schindler-Rairiman' 1971;
Suarez and Ricketson 1974j.

Rath 1973; Seiner 1973a,b; Savage 1973; Schindler-Rainman 1971;
Silverman 1969; Sulds.and Kirschner 1975; Szymanski and Fleming

-1971; Termansen 1973; Varenhorst 104; ,Widdowson 1971; Wolff
(1974.

7
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Other abut r:s, however, believe that qtliere Ire no longer eh y corn- -1 ,
monly ,accepted, value, norms, and attitudes' among members of
the pdpulation,' that there is only a glowing and pervasiv,e seaRe
of meaninglessness, nihilism, arid putzposelesshesjs (Alltee! 1977). ..,., '
Accompari%ing 'this orientation is "an unembarrassed denill of human.
reciprocity and community"_. (Marin `1 975) . The indiNfidual.'s w Id
view Is centered solely on the self, and individual survivaLis s/ 4

, -her_ only concern. There is said to be a. general inclination toward
hedonism and a total lack of discipline (Albee 1977): This oriehtar
tiorr has been termed the "me" generation (Wolfe 1976), the."self-
indulgent society11.(Albee 107), and thel'new parcissfsm" (Marin,
1975). It is supposedly evidenced by such moWments as Erhard
-Seminar Trains' g (est), ARIC-A', Scientology, primal therapy, and
the resurgericeof religious.cultism (Albee 1977; Marin 1975; Wolfe
1976). The general acceptance of such a pphilosohy .would. be
expected; of course, to strongly counteract arty, iotivation toward
voluilteering and 'greatly reduce this reicrurce. ,, ,

V ,A

A INrd social fattor that is report0 to mediate against involvement
in Volunteer work is the women's. liberation movement: The National ,

`0.e.gaoization for Women ('NOW) maintains that voluntprism is an
r- exploitation of womer4(Gold 1971; Squire 1973). -Gold's attempt to

explain why women. VolunteertheiR time and services appears-to
support NOW's conviction: -ft

If

Powerful social disapproval, coupled with their., own psy- .

Qhological conditioning of self-negation and ambivalent
§elfrrealization, compels women, to regard themselVes as
marginal jobholders extept in times of family crisis or
poverty. In addition, our free enterprise system is
unable' to guarantee full employment; women . . . are.
expendable,: As a .result, to fill this gap, women have
created an impressive network of [voluntary) service
systems . a .

:t (Gold 1971,#pp'., 534-535)

An eliminataln of the conditions_ !Med above may not necessarily
.dissuade women from volUnteering, hpwever.- As women increas-
ihgly gain- social approval, develop confidence in their; individual
abilities, and gain greater. access 4, theoccupational and profes-* sipnal job markets (possibly even through volunteer work ), a con-
siderable proportion may;' enter careers. Others, and perhaps a
majority, may choose the traditional rolt of-homemaker and/or mother
(Gold 1971). Many women now are free to choose a career, `to
hold a jobs, to care/Tor a family, 'to maintain a home, and to volun-,
teer. None, of 'these choices need be mutually exclusive. It is
too earlyetbEdetermine the effect of the women's liberation move-7

A merit on volunteer work. A reduction in volunteering die to
increased labor forceOrticipation might be especteci. On the othei
hand, increased awareness of social problems, idoreased educational
and occupaaional qualifications, increased confidence in and utiliza-
tion of latent or untapped abilities, and ,increased social acceptance
of working, outside the home in a variety of capacities may' result
in mo women volunteering their: services. The fact that some
agencies e using volunteers in psychotherapeutic, medical, and

I a
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legar service roles, and in tasks associated with planning adminiS-
`tration 'and public relations,. (ee appendiX) would seem too further'
increase, the atiradion of volunteer participation for women.

Several- additional facto thought to influence voluntardsm were 10

mentioned i the J.itera re: but no attempt wa's made to 'explain
...or predict t =ir effect .These factors include employment (MacBain

1975) especi ly in r_tard wornten; the increasing. rate: and corn-
Tplexity c s6c ethnological change ( Schindler-Rainman and
Lippitt 1.; Siley 1"0); and the separation and pplarization of
kcial, economic, anti, political groups. (Schindler-Ra.inmari and

@fp pitt 1971; Sobey 19.70).

. . . '7
THE CHANGING ROLE, OF THE XOLUNTEER

The role of .the,-volunteer has expanded not only to include a wider
range of activities, but also. to include activities requiring greater
skill, responsibility, and accountability-on the part of the voLin-
teer.6

With respect to drug education and rehabilitation programs, a pub-
lication of the National Center for Voluntary Action Clearinghouse

i(1975) indicates that volunteers, are working n the following areas:

Diversified services for, young peoplemedical/social, emotional-4
that deal with the causes as well as the symptoms of drug abuse;

9
R idential programs for the treatment 'of drug/alcohol addiction;

Wk -in and referral centers for drug abusers, including: tele-
p ne counseling, group work, vocational assistance, and crafts; .5

ehabilitatiod efforts both for drug abusers in prisons and for
released offenders with histories of drug abuse;

17

Communitywide organiiaiions to coordinate drug, abuse preven-
tion efforts;

Education concerning drug abuse for elementary and junior high
school students; and

Efir ts to% assist, parents children are on drugs. t.

Perhaps the best overall .irfclicati changes in the roles assumed
by volunteers in the are of mental health is that, provided by
Sobey (1970'). Slaajeported that as late as 19631 the vast majority.

*ot s
sFor a discustion of this trend among hospital volunteers, sCe
Binkley et al. 1968.

9
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(90 percent) of nonprofessionalSr were perforiciing duties that were
considered "menial and roiTtine,. involving little, which could be

psychotherapeutic."' 13y 196$, however: the,majority. of "-Ion-
professionals were performing innovative
roles and engaging, ievaaivitids not formerly a part of the-services'
offered by theirt respective agencies (Ramsey 197,2). Sobey found
further evidence of 'trend in her survey of 185 National Insti-
tute of Mental. Heal (NIMHD Projects.8 She *reported* that:. .. ...,

.
..

Nonprofessionals were not Y' filling .
gapi- created 'byA "shortages of .professional manpower7,'_but 'were revealing and

responding to formerly unidentified needs of-expanding target
-A:populations-; ., ,A,

. A,,..

Innovation among nonprofessionals most frequently took the form
of providing the recently deVeloped social and educational there-
pies such as companionship ,therapy, activity 'group therapy,
tutoring, group counseling, and retraining; and ...,..

o Nonprofessionals were used in these innovative 'roles in 109 (59
percent) of the projects. ..e.. .

A detailed,-function analysis, conducted by Sobey ,on these NIMH
projects indicates that nonprofessionals are primarily used in three
general capacities: ,

Therapy -- individual and group counseling, socializing relation-
ships, milieu 'therapy-161 projects, 87 percent ocohich_ use
nonprofessionals; .

11,
a

'Sobey uses the term "nonprofessionals" to include both volunteers
and paid paraprofessional. The data reported are insufficient
to separate the two groups in order to present results pertaining
to Volunteers alone. Despite this difficulty, the study is reviewed
here for several reasons. First, Sobey provides the only empirical
documentation of the recent changes in roles assumed by volUn-
teers in the area of mental health: Second,. it seems especially
important to include relevant information from the mental health
field becaUse.drug abuse therapy is generally offered through ,

these facilities even when a, full-scale drug abuse treatment pro-
gram is not an established component of service delivery. Third,
a previous review of the literature (National Institute on Drug
Abuse 1979b) indicate§ that both nonprofessional groups are
engaged in essentially shriller functions and activities. Therefore,
it is believed that; at least in this context, there is no significant
qualitative difference between volunteers and paid paraprofes-
:sionalS, and consequently, that the information presented is not
greatly distorted by including paid paraprofessionals with volun-
teers in the analySis.

8Although Sobey conducted an empirical.study; her interpretations
of the data appear to be extremely positive. Whether this is influ-
enced by the inclusion of both paraprofessionals sand volunteers,
by statistical results, or,by personakbies cannot be determined. ,
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Special skills- -tut ring and retraining; 126 p'r'ojects, 68 percent
of which use rionp7-ofessionals; and ftir - - s

#k , 4. .... ..

*6 Community adjustmentr-finding jobs and homes and facilithting. .

access to community -resouFces--100 projects, 54 peseent of r
which use nonprofesssionals. . .

-
. Specific activities in which nonprofessionals are engaged, and the .

. respective numbers and percentages' of projects reporting nonpro-
fessional involvement in these activities, -include:

Casefinding--63 projects, 34 ;percent;

Reception--85 projects, 45 .percent;

Screening-763 projects: percqnt;

Caretaking--109 .proj6cts,59- percent; and

Community improvement24 projects, 13 percent.

The role of'-volunteers in thedourts and corrections aria also has-
been expanding. An examinAion of thd status of volunteers by
the Law. Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) (1972) indr-
cates that volunteers are used in such programs as rap sessions,
shoplifting diversion progr`ams, tutoring, family-living programs,
and pretrial release and probation counseling programs. A 197*
LEAA survey of State and local,probation and parole systems (U.S.

4131.rreau of the Census 1978) 'revealed that more than 20,000 volun-
teers are currently providing, services through these channels.

SUMMARY J.

Although the exietence of voluntarism in America has been traced
to the period of colonization, specific historical events and condi-
tions have alternately increased and decreased the supply of and
demand for volunteers. 1-this has led to great .fluctuations in vol-
unteer 'utilization. The 'Depression of the 1930s, World War II,
the adoption by professionals of a public ealth model of treatment
and service delivery during the late 1950s and the official govern-1
mental recognition of a severe manpower s prtage in the 1960s all
contributed to an increased .utilization of nteers. Rictors
resulting in .a-decreased upization of iolun included profes-
sional control over treatment and service de ery policies., and
the establishment of .postgraduate academic training and clinical
expertise as qualifications required for treatment and service deliv-
ery functions and activities: More recent influences include the
recruitment of volunteers from segments of the population not here-
tofore recognized as potential caregivers, the ideological orienta-,
tion of the contemporary:American population, the women's libera-
tion movelkient, and (un)empliwment, especially 'that of women.
The impact iof thesecinfluences ow the volunteer movement is largely
speculative and, as such,' prevents confident prediction at this
time.
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In'adclition to the fluctuOng demand for vblunteers, changes in
the roles assumed by them have also been reported, largely in
response to. the major social, economic, and political. events
described above. At the present time, volunteers are apparently
becoming involved in vider range of .activities than previously.
Increased involvement is especially evident in activities which,
require some degree of skill", ,responsibility, and accountability on
the part of the, volunteer, and in providing services not formerly-
offered to clients.
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c
2, The Volunteer as a-
Contemporary Resource

-This section will provide some inidication of the current status of
volunteer utilization. First, it will present data indicating current
patterns of volunteec. utilization in the drug abuse treatment field.
It .will then describe contemporary volunteers, including personality,
background, and motivational factors. Finally; it will discuss spe-
cific functions and activities currently performed by volunteers.

CURRENT PATTERNS OF VOLUNTEER UTILIZATION
THE DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT FIELD_

The data presoated below are derived from the National Drug Abuse
Treatme*nt. Utilization Survey (NDATUS) conducted annually by
the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA). The surveys con-
sidered here are thOse for 1976, 1977, and 1978.

Data from the 1976 NDATUS were examined initially to permit better
understa2ding of the issues associated with voluntarism in drug
abuse treatment programs.9 Th g examination was limited to five
major SMSAs: New York, Wash ngton, D.C.,'° phicago, Los
Angeles, and San Francisco. It included-only -methadope mainte-
nance programs, outpatient/daycare drug-free programs` and- resi-
dential drug-free programs. .

Several facts emerged from examining these data. First, 43S indi-
cated by the data presented in table 1, the incidenEe of volunteers

4?

9Although jt would be desirable to present the most, recent statis-
tics, data comparable to those from 1976 were not 'avallable fOr
1977 and .1978. Data for 1976 were obtained, from a.computer
tape s upplied to the Institute fore Survey Research by the
National lhstitute on Drug Abuse. The 1977 and 1978 data were
obtained from NIDA's 1978 NDATUS. pUblication.

10 The Washington, D.C., programs did npt include Narcotics Treat-
ment Administration programs because the data were not included
in the 1976 NDATUS.
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TABLE.1.Occurrence of volunteers in treatment programs in five major SMSAs1

-75,4

Total number of volunteers

Total number of p-aid staff\
Percent of total staff who
are volunteers

Number of programs with
at least one voluriteer/
Total number of programs

Percent of programs with
at least one volunteer .

-
. ,

Mean number of volunteers
per program

A 1

i

Los
Angeles

San
Francisco Chicago

Washington,
p. C. New York Overall

c

342

1,051

24.6

52

74

70,3

_4.62

144

566

20.3

18

44

40.9

3.27.

2.

93

482
..aw

16.2
. .

9

27

- 33
(

3.44

35

363

8.8

8
,

29

27.6

.

-,-- 1.21

1

a

.

20

3,364

0.6

10

81

12A
.

0.25

634

5,766

9.9

97 ..5

a 255

.

38

2.46

.

1976 NDATUS information from programs in New York. Washington, D.C., Chicago, Los Angeles, and
San Francisco receiving any Federal funds and being in the methadone maintenance, therapeutic commupity(and drug-free modalities.
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in 137-Ograms did not correlate with the number of drug treatment
programs in the major SMSAs. New York, with 81 programs, had
the most programs, but the, proportion of staff members to vcclun-
teers was 20 to 3',304-.-or fewer than'l percent; there was approxi-.
mately 1 volunteer for every 4. programs. In Los Angeles., which
had 74 programs; 2'5 percent of the staff members were volunteers,/
and the mean number of volunteers per program was 4.6. Sari ,
Francisco had 44 programs, 20 percent volunteer staff, and 3.44-
volunteers per program; Washington, D.C., had 29 programs, 9
percent volunteer staff, and 1.21 volunteers per program; and
Chicago h d ,27, programs, 16 percent volunteer staff, 'and. 3.44
volunteers e'r lbrogram.

We offer tw possible explanations for the differential representa-
tion of volunteers in' the large SMSAs., First, only' programs that
received some Federal support were examined. Voluntarism could
be more prevalent in private t eatment programs, and perhaps
these programs are not evenly di tribute'd among SMSAs. Second,
the differential might be a refle ion, pf regional attitudes toward
drug abuse and drug abusers. areas where addicts are not
seen as threatening,' it may be e ier to recruit volunteers.

second interesting fact is that voluntarism did not occur uni-
formly across treatment modalities. There were few volunteers in
methadone maintenance programs in these five SMSAs. Of the 55,
programs sampled that provided only methadone maintenance, or
methadone maintenance plus methadone detoxification, only 5 (9
percent) h'ad any volunteers. In contrast, 41 percent of the there-.
peutic communities had volunteers, as did 48 percent of drug-free
programs 11 Here` too several hypotheseS suggest themselves.
For example, it might be that vojunteers in drug-free programs
perforrp tasks that are undertaken. by paraprofessional counselor's
in metnadone maintenance programs. A recently completed NIDA--
sponsored study of counselors showed that there were many more
paraprofessiona4s in methadone maintenance, than in drug-free pro -f
grams ( National Institute on Drug Abuse 1979a , b,c) .

A third- obseryatron is based- on the data presented in table 2.
Alt ougn volunteers are present in all NDATUS staffing categories,
when the distribution of volunteers by staffing categdry is exam-
ined, it becomes evident that more than 50 percent of all' volunr
.teens Wqre involved .0 counseling' functions.12 This rakes the
question of what kind of background these volunteers Ave, and
how they are recruited, screened, and trained.

"These pe centages are for those 208 programs in the sample that
provided only one. modality:

12 This finding is consistent yfith tAe 197ani the 1978 data as
well. In 1977, 53 percent of .volunteers were involved in counsel-
ing functions, while, 56 percent(13 percent degreed and 43 per-

-cent tiondegreed) were serving, as counselors in 1978. (See
NIDA11978, table 4, p. 8, frr these data.)
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TABLE 2.- Percentage of/volunteers in the various categories of the NOATUS staffinematrixl

Staffing category

SMSA ,

Los
Angeles

San
Francisco ChiCago

Washington,
D.C.

New
York Overall '

Physician r

Psychiatrist
...

Psycholo ist
Social wo er (MSW).

Nurse

Lawyer

Other counselor2

Administrative' support
services

Other , -
, .

NuMber of volunteers

4.4

, 3.5

2.9

3.2

1.8

3.5

48.5

12.3

19.

342

1,.0

2.1

. 3.5

3.5

0

2.1

54.2

6.3

27.8

.144
c

7.5

0

'0
6.4

0

0

68.8

12.9
s

4.3

93-

5.7

8.6

20.0

1.1

Z.9

1.1
.

1.1

2.9

25.7

35

5.0

0

0

5.0

0 ------..

a

20.0

35.0

35.0

20

4.1

2.9

3.5

3.3

1.1

3.0

49.8 ,

11.3

20.4

634

-....,.--
. .

'1976 NDATUS information from programs in New.,__York, Washington-, D.C., Chicago, Los Angeles, and San
Francisco receiving any Federal funds and being in the methadone maintenance, therapeutic community, and

.--c,r1 drug-free modalities.
4 4 2Only one category appropriate for counseling stafflwias included in the 1976, survey.
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The data presented in table

,

3 compare the. number of-paid treat-
ment staff with the number of volunteer treatment staff., As this
table shows, volunteers ,constituted 18 percent of the treatment
'staff in 1977 and 16.9 percent in 1978. Volunteers-6re represented
in: I staffing categories, but the distribution of ,paid 'corkers to
vo nteer workeq within each staffing cate

r example, approximately 1 of every 10 p sicians providing
orb/ is interesting.

*F

care for, drug abuse clients is a volunteer. T is rough pr por-
-tion holds for psychiatrists, psychologists, and social. wor rs as
well. Volunteers constitute fully one-third of the nondegrc d coun-
selors and the "other"' staff providing treatment and other serv-
ices for clients. Even more striking is the .high proportion of

,volunteer lawyers who counsel clients--100 percent in -1977 and 69
percent in 1978: Slight decreases in the proportions of.volunteer
social workers (114 percent in 1977 and 1,0 percent in 1978) and
vocational specialists (18 percent in 1977 and 11, percent in 1978)
are apparent,wlong with a moderate increase in the proportion of
volunteers assuming roles as counselors (214 percent in. 1977 and
145 peccent" in 1978).

4-

VOLUNTEER CHARACTERISTICS

Background Variables

According to Miller (197* a. U.S. Department of Labo- r study in
the mid-sixties gave a profile of the volunteer as: age--30 to 1414;
race white; occupation--housewife; socioeconomic group--middle
class. In the early seventies, however, Miller reports a dramatic
growth in the number of single, employed people, 20 to 30 years
old, of, both Sexes and all income woups, participating in 'volunteer
activities.

A survey of volunteers' background characteristics a'S represented
throughout the literature shows diversity among volunteers. `Suc-
cessful programs's reported, that volunteer's ranged in age from

13 Thrs category is essentially undefined. The fact t t, one-third
of the volunteers currently involved in prtviding t eatment and
services to drug abuse clients fall into this categor only empha-
sizes the need for thorough empirical investigation.14This

percentage represents the combined proportions of degreed
and nondegreed counselors. The statistic was recalculated to
provide consistent data.
Despi e the extremely ePositive attitude toward volunteers

-expres d by 'virtually all authors, none have defined the charac-
teristics of a "successful" program or provided the criteria under-
lying their evaluations. "Successful," then, is to be understood
as a general, highly subjective descriptor and not one based on
standardized observation or measuremen t.
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TABLE 3.-Paid and volunteer staff in dr reatment units by- staffing categories
National Drug -Abuse Tree Utilization Survey

April 30 19717, an pril' 30, 1978 r

Staffing categories (

- . 1977 NDATUS'
Actual treatment unit staff

41978 NDATUS2 J
Actual -treatment unit staff

Paid Volunteer --/ Total) Paid Volunteer
. ..

Total
N $ N $ N $ N $ N- . $

Physicians

Psychiatrists :

Psychologists

Social workers (MSW).

Nufses

Lawyers
4 ?

Degreed counselors (BA,MA)3

Nondegreed counselors3

Vocational specialists ` -
.

Administrative staff

Other

1,339

1,141

1,551

1,946

3,569

11,8.12

657

7,603

3,534

89.0'

92.0

99.6

- 86.2

95.1

%/
75.5

81,.9

95.1

65.7

165

99

160

312 '

183.

148

3,825

.

145

389

1 ,849

11.d

8.0

924

13.'8

4.9

100.0

24.5

e

18.1

4.9

34.3

1.,504

1,2e
1,711

2,258

3,752

148

15,637

4 802

7,992

5,383

.100.0

100.0

100.0

i/00.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0 s

100.0

100.0

Vil 401
';

1;426

2;111

2,083

3,746

96

7,009

6,265

772

7,687

3,042

' 85.2'

90.3

90.1"

89.9

911.1

31:4

88.0

6711-

88.8

04.8

6E1.4-

244.

154

232

233

233

210

96%

3,074

97

, 4 420

4 1 ;404

14.8

Q.7

.9.9

10.1

5.9

68.6

12.9

32.9

11.2

5.2

3h6

p-._.3,979

1,645

.1,580

2,343

2,316

306

7,969 \
9,339

869

.8,107

4,446

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0
.

100.0

100.(1,

100.0

100.0

100.0
-1

Totals ' 33,243 82.0 7,275 '18.0. .40,518 100.0 35,638 13,1
t,-)

7,261 16.9 42,899 100.6

I NOTE--The data presented were recalculated from the Executive Report of the National InstitutAon Drug Abuse, April 1978,'Table 4, p.8.

'Based on 3,107 treatment units.
2Basecl,on 3,248 treatment units.
30nly one category appropriate for counseling staff was included in the 1077 survey.
`These figures are apProxithations derived from recalculation necessitated by illegibility in the original
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164,0 93.'6 Although the literature indicates that female volunteers
predom'nated in most agencies and programs,17 men Consistently
constit ed at least,part of the volunteer 'personnel.' Education'
'levels ranged from grade schpof through graduate school (Beckman
1972; Berger et al. 1975; CERT. and Epstein 1967; Feinstein and
_Cavanaugh 1974;; Hague 1969; Horejsi 1972; Hubka et .al. 1974;
Jarmusz1 969; Keating et al. 1973; Pretzel 197k; Sainer 1971, 1973a;_
Schoenfeld et al. 1976; Siepker et al. 1977; Silverman 1969). -The.
percentage of unmarried volunteers ranged from 27 percent to 100
percent (Berger et al. 1975; Cain and Epstein 1967; Cole and Cole
1969; Covner 1969; Dye et al. 1973; Evans and Goldberg( 1910;
Feinstein and Cavanatigh 1974; Howjsi 1972; Keating et al. 1973;
Seiner 1973a; Schoenfeld et al. 1976; Tapp et al. 1974) . From 20
percent to, 80 percent were employed in addition to their vorunteer
Work (Cole and Cole 1969; Covner 1969; Driscoll 1971; Engs and
Kirk 1974; Feinstein and Cavanaugh 1974; Hubka et al. 19747

*Jarmusz 1969; Sainer 1971; Schwartz 1970').,

A. few empirical studies provide demographic descriptions of Volun-
teers zworking in specific treatment and other service areas. The
first 1pf these studies, conductecras part of the Volunteers in
Rehabilitation Project, was a national survey of volunteers working
in rehabilitation facilities.19 The findings revealed that 90 percent
of the volunteers were women, 60 percent were 35 years of age or
older, and 40 percent `had dohe at least some college-level work
or hard earned a bachelor's .degree (in comparison to the national.

-6

'Beckman 1972; Berger et al. 1975; Cain and Epstein 3967; Cole
and Cole 1969; -Covner 1969; Engs and Kirk 1974; Evans and
Goldberg 1910; Feinstein and Cavanaugh 1974; Gelineau 1967;
Gelineau arid-Evans 1970; Hayler 1975; Heilig et al.11918; Herman
19761 Hubka et att. 1974; Kellen 1973; Keating et al9 1973; -
Mac nzie and Bruce 1972; Minor and Thompson 1975; NicelVi
an Flater 1975; Pretzel 1970; Bovpe 1973; Sainer and, Zander

71;,Saier 1973a; Schield et al. 1976; Siepker et al. 1977;
Silverman 1-969; Tapp e t a 1. 1974.

4.7Beckmanj972; Berger et al. 1975; Covner 1969; Dyeet al. 1973;'
Ertgs and Kirk 1974; Feinstein and CavanaUgh 1974; Fischer.1971;
Gelineau 1-970; Hayler 1975; Heilig et-4.1 1968; Hubka et al. 1974;
Jarmusz 1969; Levin 1973; Nicoletti and Flater 1975; Pretzel 1970;
Roupe 1973; Sainer and Zander 1971; Sainer 1973a; Schoenfeld
et al. 1976; Siepker et al. 1977.

18lEferger et al. '1975; Cole and Cole 1969; Covner 1969; Cull and
Hardy 1974; Engs and Kirk 1974; Evans ariir Goldberg 1970;
Gelineau 1970; Wayler 1975; Horejsi 1972; J rmusz 1969; Levin
1973; Minor and Thompson 1975; -Roupe 1973; Sainer and Zander

- 1171;, Siepker et al. 1977; Tapp. et al. 1974.
?Although Roupe (1973) does not define the areas ollkerv-

ice associated with "rehabilitation'," sh makes reference to voca-
tional rehabilitation and "the rehabilita ion 'of drug abusers and
people alie ated from society" (p. 11) within the publication.
There is o infOrmation.on the numbers of subjects..in the study,
theirs ties and responsibilities, or the response rate.

.19 2.1.
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figure of 20 percent at this level of educational attainment) (Roupe
1973):

In contrast, Covner (1969) fdund volunteer alcoholism-counselors
( N=56) to be more evenly divided' between the sexes .(36 percent

_male; 64 percent female), an to be comparably educated (R=14
years of schooling). He also found that most of the men and
approximately two-thirds of the women were employed: Approxi-
mately 53 percent of the women and 90 percent of the men indicated
that they had personal experience with alcoholism.

A third empirical study of volunteers in a specific service area,
-was conducted by Engs'"and Kirk (19714). Of 714 volunteers work-
ing in 5 of the 7 crisis intervention centers throughout the State
of Tennessee, 45 percent were men and 55. percent were women.

t.Fiftee& pe erd of the volunteers were considered to be profes-
sionals--i.e physicians,nurses, clergymen, social workers, psy-
chologists, and ,doctoral students in these disciplines; 85 percent
were nonprofessionals. Professionalsad volunteered an average
of 20.5 months of service, and nonprofessionals had volunteered
an average of 19.1 months of service.,-- i

'Personality Variables

-Nee diversity among current sources of volunteers might lead to
the expectation of finding a broad range of both background and
personal ty variables among volunteers. Although the literature
indicates that background characteristicS-do vary wjdely, authors .
appear to disagree in regard to personality charact&tstics. Reports
of case studies and program descriptions indicate some consistency
among the personalities of volunteers, but empirical studies do
not appear to substantiate these more subjective judgments.

IOW

Case studies and program descriptions tend to convey a pos'itive
impression of the personality characteristics of volunteers. For
example, concern about the welfare of others and a desire to help
are perhaps tie .most commonly cited characteristics (Engs and
Kirk. 1974; JamisOh-ailld Johnson 1975; Leppert 1973b; Roupe 1973;,
Routh 1972; Silk '1972; Silverman 1969; Tyce 1970). Others include
empathy (Engs and Kirk 19714; Evans and Goldberg 1970; Jamison
and Johnson 1975; Leppert 1973b; Otten and Kahn 1975; Routh
1972; Silverman 1969; Smith 1975; Stoeckel et.al. 1975), enthusiasm
(Covner 1969; 'Evans and Goldberg 19.70; Leggert 1973b; Otten

-and Kahn .1975; Pretzel .1970; Routh 1972; Schwartz 1970; Smith
and Nelson 1975; TyCe 1970), dedication (Covner 1969; Evans and
Goldberg 1970; Hpwarth 1976; Routh 1972;,Sainer 1973a; Stoeckel ,

1975; Tyce 1970), dependability (Leppert 1973b; Pretzel 1970; ROuth
1972; Sainer 1973a): honesty.and sincerity (Otten and Kahn 1975;.
Routh 1972;' Schwartz 1970), tolerance and objectivity (Covner 1969;.
Evans and Goldberg 1970; Leppert 1973b; Routh 1972; Schwartz
1970-;-- Smith and Nelson, 1975; Tyce 1970), end flexibility (Covner
1969; Evans and Goldberg Leppert 197; Routh 1972).

20-
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Empirical studies, on the other. hand, point to differences in per-
sonality characteristics griOng vojtoteers. For example", a° study
of college student volunteers working in mental hospitals (N5151)
revealed that this group exhibited maturity, and control, ththey
were ociiented toward ir4clepennt achievement, and were sensitive
to people and human prOblemPt(Kulik et al. 1969). In contrast, a
study of 571 male volunteers in a rescue squad and a- Big Brothers

_organization revealed that these men were sociable and extroverted,
but that they exhibited a lbw need for autonomy and independence.

-.They were characterized as actively seeking social approvial and
the admiration' of others (Smith and Nelson 1975). A third study
of 374 female volunteers from a. variety of service organizations
points to yet another personality characterittic. These women were
said to feel an obligation to help others regardless of monetary
reward (Howarth 1976).

It is impossible to determine whether the differences noted above
are due to measuring instruments employed by various investi-
gators, to age differences among volunteers, to the context in
which volunteers worked,' or to some other factor. Studies con-
cerned both with the personality characteristics of volunteers and
with their effectiveness supply some empirical evidence that there
may be significant differences between male and female volunteers.

Despite the extremely positive attitude about volunteers expressed
by virtually all authors, however, ,none have defined the criteria
by which they have judged volunteers to be "effective." This
term, then, is to be under,stood as a general, subjective evaluation;
it is not based on standardized observatiOn or measurement'. Covner-
(1969), for example, used the California Psychological Inventory
to compare the characteristics of the most effective alcoholism coun-
selors with those of the less effective counselors. He reported
-that the-successful female counselors tended to score higher On r-

the criteria "sensitivity to others," "self-control," "spontaneity
and social presence in' interpersonal dealings," and lower on "domi-
nance" than the less effective female voiuntteers. Hefound that
the more effective Tie counselors tended to score higher on
"femininity-nurturance," "self-Control," and "socialization," to score i
lower on "good impression," and-to score much lower on "sociability'
and "dominance" than the less effective male volunteers. NurtUr-
ance was the most statistically relevant factor in determining the
effectiveness of female volunteers, but the least significant factor
for males; effective male-Volunteers scored significentl higher on '-
the dominance factor than did effective female volunt '.and male
effective increased with increases 'in the achieve "factor,"factor,

4 k

but female effectiveness.decreased.,'
R

. . .

A lthough the findings reported by these investigators may be com-;
paratively inconsistent, they do suggest that different groups of

-volunteers may exhibit distinctive personality traits. It is also a
possibility that different" types of treatment and service delivery
programs attract volunteers with differing personality characteris-
tics. Although the studies cited have made these inferences, they
have not been empirically substantiated. '
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Motivational Fact'ors.

Altruism traditionally has been citedias the sole motive:for volun-
tiee-ring.-- .But in recent years there has been' a trend among
volunteers to emphasike the .'self- actualizing possibilities of the
opportunity to. volunteer (Smith 1974). According to Schindler-
Rainman and Lippitt (1971), volunteers characterized as "self- i
actualizers" see opportunities for learning, excitement, and etrsonal
growth in volunteering, while those characterized as "servers"

6 opportunities to make significant cootributions. These author'salso feel that, while for many volunteers both of these motivational
bases are important, there is probably a different priority for dif-ferent types of persons and in different program settings..

This conclusion -appears to parallel the developing ideologies asso- i.'.ciated with the "me" -decade or the ",new narcissism" of the 1,970s
discussed earlier. As increasing proportions of the population
lose the social perception, of cdkilmunity--i.e., lose the sense of :
collective ,responsibility for the fate of others around them--they

.1,tend to turn inward and increasingly become, motivated by individ-
WI survival and, therefore, self-interest (Albee 1977; Marin 1975;
Wolfe 1976). As more volunteers begin to adopt this ideology,
then, one would expect an increase in self-actualizing motivations
and a concomitant, reduction" in =altruistic motivations.

_ .

The findings of several empirical studies appear to }ustify this
expectation. For example, Hayler (1975) reported that the volun-teers serving at the Concord Mental Health' Center were motivated,
not only by the desire to help," but also in order to leat-n., to test
a future career, and to reenter the mental health field. Engs andKirk (1974) report that 72 percent of the 74 volunteerstorlcing
at crisis intervention centers throughout the State of Tennessee
said that they volunteered tohelp others. The remaining 28 per-
cent, however, were motivated by a de?iTe for self7growth; experi-ence, or course credit 20.21

20
These investigators also found significant differences in length
of service when the motivations of volunteers were considered.
They reported that the average length of service for those who
had volunteered toi.help others wass22.1 months in contrast to
an average of 13.1, months for those who had volunteered for
self-growth, experience, or course'credit. A confident interpre-
tatibn of these findings and their iinplications for treatment and
service -delivery is difficult: It might be that the self- actualizing
volunteers completely abandoned their attempts to help others
when their own goals were realized '(for example, completion ofa pqrticular course). rt might also be that they assumed payingjobs in the field after gaining sufficient experience or the
required academic credentials and continued to provide treatment
and Services for clients. No data were found to support or con-
tradict either outcome..

21

The definition. of volUnteers employed in this review excludes
individuals, who- receive compensation (e.g., course credit)
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More . detailed empirical investigVions of volunteers' motivations
-indicate essentially similar findings°. A' study of 50 suicide and

,

- crisis, intervention service -volunteers (McGee et al. 1972), for
example, revealed that most voluntears,antad to help-or to gain

-satisfaction from helping others (73 Rercent) . Considerable propor-'
-tions of the, sample volunteered to gain self-knoWledge or further

--self=develop,ment (45 percent), tasgain an understanding of suicidal
:behaviors and crisis intervention (39 percent), to gain valuable
!`practical experience (37 percent), and because bf a desire for;
greater emotional involvement with others (37 percent). In con-
trast, only 20 percent' of the volunteers stated that they were
motivated by the perception'\of crisis intervention as furthering
the achievement of broad social goals.

Perhaps the most striking example of both this motivational shift
and the variation in motives between grouPs of volunteers was
reported by Evans and Goldberg (1970). In their study of volun-
teers to the case aide volunteer training and demonstration model
at Boston State Hospital, the investigators compared the q9estion-
naire responses of a group of volunteer Maryknoll seminarians (a
group expected to be quite altruistic) to those of Harvard students

parison in coated that even the seminarians' prime underlying
who had vginteered at:an earlier time. The results of this com4

motive was a desire to deepen and broaden their self-awarehess.
TIze Harvard students also had self-actualizing motives, but these
appeared to be more achievement orjented than those of the semi-
narians. Their motives fon. volunteering included the opportunity
to enhance their own theoretical knowledge, through fieldwork, the
opportunity to test the possibility of a mental health career, and
thee opportunity to escape the university classroom environment
for the "real world."

Another example that appears to substantiate the shift away frgio
altruistic Motives toward those of self-lhelp or self-actualization is
provided by-Suarez and Ricketson (1974). These. authors indicated

4 that only a few of the voltinteers offering direct service in a pro-
tective service agency were motivated- by a desire to do something
about the problems of child neglect and abuse. _Most were 'home-

-1 makers who wanted a change from familial duties. Still others
offered their services as a means of tilling lives left incomplete by
business careers or counteracting loneliness and isolation (also

e Ayes 1969). Although such'_ motives might call into question the
dedication and concern with which these volunteers approach their

for services rendered- The definition employed by Engs and
Kirk (1974), however, was less restricted and included' all

`individuals who were not part of ,,the paid program staff,
Furthermore, these authors do not .provide sufficient information
to allow the exclusion of volunteers receiving such compensa-
tion. Since so few empirical studies of voluhteer motivations
have been conducted, the Engs and Kirk study is included
despite the problems noted.
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work, Suarez and Ricketson contend that the self-oriented or self-
actUalizing volunteer As the-most reliable and the most loyal to
the agency. ,

Discussions of,viilunteers' motives in case" study reports and pro-
gram descriptions largely confirm the findings of empirical studies.
Fui'thermOre, this literature appears to indicate .th.at program admin-
istrators and directors are aware ot tills new motivational trend
among volunteers. Various authors sated that, volunteers were
motivated by a desire to actively "confront current issues and to
make valuable contributions to solving therrry(Dwarshuis et al. 1973!
Fischer .1971; Keating et al. 1973; McGee et-al. 1972; Michener
and Walzet 1970; Pretzel 1970; Rich 1973) ; .by a desire to experi-
ment with different tasks and work roles or to explore a potential
career (Dwarshuis et al. 1973;t Howarth 1976; Michener\and Walzer
1970; McGee et al. 1972; Pretzel 1970); by a'desire to establish
their independence (Howarth 1976; Keating et al. 1973; Smith and
Nelson 1975); and/or by a need- for enhanced self-esteem and recog-
nition (Dwarshuis et al. 1973; Faulkner 19'75; 'Howarth 1976;! Smitb
and Nelson 1975).

FUNCTIONS AND ACTIVITIES OF
THE VOLUNTEER WORKER .

The functions and activities in which volunteers were reported to
engage have been classified into 12 categories: community educa-
tion, interagency relationships, program administration, counseling
in the community, control and enforcement, client administration,
personal aid to Flients, socializing with clients, psychological/psy-
chiatric services, medical/dental services, legal services, and
research. Literature that discussed volunteer work in each of
these classifications was then listed according to appropriate treat-
ment or service delivery area.22 The following brief description
will attempt to provide some indication, of-the general level of vol-
unteer participation in particular functions and activities, as well
as the different levels of volunteer involvement among .treatment
and service delivery areas.

22teveral resource materials referrqd to volunteers "in general"
and did 'not .permit classification ty the four treatment/service
delivery areas of primary concern-,---0-ther materials referred to
volunteer assignments within prokamS or agencies related to
education, social service, health, etc., which became 'too nurper-

to include as individual categories. Consequently, general
r rerences to, volunteer participation and those that reported
work in Areas; other than drug abuse, alcoholism, mental health, .

_ and correctins have been included under the "other" category.
This strategy allows the retention of valuable information without
complicating its presentation to the point of diminishing,the
reader's understanding or distracting him/her from the prithary
concerns of the report.

24 32
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A review of the literature reveals that many..v
community, education, especially in the fields o
social. services. Volu teerS in this field' were
nate information erning particular progra
treatment and service delivery area, to pro
individuals who contact the agency with ques
participate in community workshops, etc.

lunteers work in
mental health and

eported to disserni-
s or the general

ide information to
ions or problems, to

The recent trend toward coordinating treatment and service deliv-
ery among agencies, in. contrast to the forme ly independent and
fragmented approach, appears to be evident n the. frequent use
of volunteers to develop and coordinate interagency relationships.
For example, volunteers have been reported to develop,y'tpromote,
and coordinate agency and/or community programs, seresii and
resources; to organize community groups in preventioop-refforts;
and to act as interagency liaisons.

,"3.-

Many volunteers also are involved:in several aSpeCtSlaf:pro4ram
administration. Although many authors stated that volunteers per-
formed relatively'routine clerical and secretariat tasks, they also
reported that much of the volunteers' work involved more skillful
and responsible activities, such as assisting clients in cortipleting
formrelated to their admission,-progress, and dischargeI writing
reports describing therapeutite3 interactions between the: client
and the volunteer; and putting clients and community me bers in
contact with an appropriate treatment program or servic delivery
agency.

Volunteers were found to be especially dive in soliciting or pro-
viding equipment and services for clients and in funcrraising activ-
ities. Some of the reports referred to sLich services "s making r.
pillows for patient lounges or providing toys for children's hospital
wards. On the other hand, many referred to procurifig buildings
to house new, or. expanded programs, completely renovating day
rooms and wards -for psychiatric patients, conducting successful ,
campaigns for revising and improving prograni and treatment poli-
des, and establishing and maintaining neW or additi9nal programs
for formerly untreated or unserved segments of the population.

6 .
-Volunteers in each of the five treatment and service delivery areas
were also" reported to provide training for counseloPs'and for other
volunteers. These individuals were-often either experienced volun-
teers or professionals who worked in the general trea ent area
or taught Courses related to it.

23 The term "therapptic" sometimes refers to a friendship relation-
.

ship that is intended to provide emotional support to clients; at
other times it refers to in -dept; psychothe,rapy: The former
definition is used Mosroften When the particujar volunteers are
nonprofessionals, while the latter generally applies when physi-
cians, psychiatrists, psychologists, etc., volunteer' their serve -
ices. "Therapeutic," then; should be understood in this broad
context.

25 3'3
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Intense volunteer involvement also is retorted in relation to coun-
seling in the community, especially in regard ,,t,o outreach, and
'observing and assessing community problems and client needs. It
is a common belief that volunteers are unrestricted by official titles,
"professionalism," and unfamiliar values and lifestyles, and conse-
quently can move freely within communities. Because sof their back-
ground experiences, indigenous volunteers are reported to be
especially suited to .counseling work in the community; as well
to serving as ail- informa,tion resource' for agency planning and treat-
ment staffs. In addition,, indigenous volunteers may he used to
locate clients who have broken contact with the agency..

Slightly fewer voluncteers, participate in crisis intervention than in
CduriSeling in the communipp:_ In- the area of drug abuse treatment,
volunteers were used to "talk' down" clients, to respond to emer-
gency calls, and to provide'aid and support to clients in trouble
in the clients' homei, in treatment agencies, in hospital emergency
rooms, etc.,

Many volunteers were reported to be working in client administra-
tion, especially in mental health, education, and social service areas.
Vcrunteers were repotted to be relatively autonomous in referring
clients to appropriate agencies and in their capacity as liaison
between program staff and clients and/or the community. Only in
the areas of drug abuse treatment and mental health, however,
were volunteers reported to evaluate or diagnos,e clients' problerns
independent of professional staff. This finding might be anticipated,
however, especially in the case of exaddict volunteers or those
who have . gained considerable experience with the drug-abusirtg

t population, and in tie case of psychiatrists and 'psychologists.

Another category of extensive :..rolunteer participation i's that of
personal aid to clients--interpreting the program or services avail-
able to clients; assisting clients in securing employment, financial
assistance, housing, and medical and dental care; providing social
and emotional support to clients; and advising and tutoring clients.

One area of,greatest volunteer involvement reported by the litera-
ture was socializing with clients--conducting recreational programs
or group activities; escorting .clients on trips; serving as compan-
ion, friend, dr sponsor; and providing entertainment. Although
this category of tasks may seem to be an insignificant assignment,
it is reported to be of considirable therapeutic value, especially
in the areas of mental health, corrections, and social service. In
fact, both paid staff and clients appeared to agree that there was
something inherently therapeutic about the volunteer's "just being
there."

Use of volunteers to provide psychological or psychiatric services
appears to be quite low. This is not surprising considering the.
extensive academic training and the high level of expertise generally
required to( render effective treatment. Group counseling conducted
by volunteers tends to focus on problems related to treatment or
problems associated with daily living rather, than on in-depth

26 .34
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self'- exploration therapy. Exceptions to this occur when the volun-
teer:, counselor or group leader is a professional.

Telephone crisis intervention, which is often performed by volun-
t 'eers, is rot cOnsidered providing psychological or psychiatric
services because it is `the" opportunity to interact with someone
who will listen and- empathize that is important - -not the clinical
expertise of the hotline volunteer. Also, these services are often
a mean..4,.pf referral rather than treatment.

Volunteers are engaged in conducting investigations,an d sur,veillance
.only in the corrections field. Most Of the reports of volunteer
participation in these activities referred to professionals- -such as
psychiatristS, attorneys, and advanced graduate students in crimi-
nology--who conducted pre-sentence investigations and cooperated
in making recommendations to the court in regard-to- the disposition
of Clients.

The literature also reported little use of volunteers to provide
medical and dental services and legal, services, or to conduct
research.

SUMPIARY

Relatively recent data on patterns of volunteer. utilization in drug.
abude treatment programs indicate: (1) that volunteers constitute
approximately 20 percent of program staff; (2) that voluntarism
does not occur uniformly across modalities; and (3) that volunteers
are represented in all NDATUS staffing categories, but are most
heavily involved in cqunseling functions.

Surveys of the background characteristics of volunteers have shown
that _there is no typical volunteer. He or she may be almost any
age, be of either sex, be married or single, be employed or unem-
ployed,' have littile formal schooling or be highly educated

Although virtually all authors reported a vide diversity of demo-
graphic characteristics among volunteers, this unanimity was not

n found in regard to personality characteristics. Empirical investiga-:
tors reported a diversity among the personality characteristics of,
volunteers- -a diversity that varied by sex, the particular group
being studied;,-the ,treatment and service delivery area, end the
specific instrument employed. The reports of case studies and
program descriptions, however, cited several "universal" charac-
teristics of the "volunteer personality." These characteristics
included a concern for the welfare of others, a desire to help,
empathy, enthusiasm, dedication, dependability,, hOnesty, sincerity,
tolerance, objectivity, and flexibility.

Most' authors cited considerable diversity in motives for volunteering.
Although tome volunteers, were reported to have the traditional
altruistic motives, there was an-increasing trend toward self-.

actualization or self-interest ap a consideration in the decision to
volunteer, as indicated by both the empirical investigations and

r.
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the case studies and program descriptioris. The.-Most frequently
cited motives included a desire to confront wrrent issues and to
make valuable contributions to solving them; a desire to 'experiment,
to gain experience with different tasks and work roles, or to
'explore a potential career; a desire to establish one's independence;
and a desire- for enhanced .self-esteem or recognition.

The increasingly wide diversity among charadteristics and abilities
of volunteers, coupled with the recent trend toward achieving self-actualization through volunteer work, has caused the role of the -volunteer to be redefined. This redefinition includes a wider rangeof tasks, functions, and activities that require greater skill, respon-sibility, and accountability on the part of the volunteer. Thiscan be seen in an inventory_ of functions and activities in whip
volunteers are reported to engage: community education, inter-
agency relationships, program administration, counselingin-the
community, control and enfOrCement, client administration, personal
aid to clients, socializing with-clients, psychological and psychiatric
services,' medical and dental services, legal services, and research.

28
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Outcome Variables

Attempts to evaluate the effect of use of volunteers have originated
from //several different perspectives. Some authors and investiga-
.toPs'have been concerned with the volunteer's ability to satisfacto-
,rily perform specific tasks or to achieve some observable positive
change in clients or patients. . Other evaluators have,been more
concerned with the effects of volunteering on the volunteers them-
seliies, with client satisfaction, or with staff reactions to a volun-
teer prOgram. Consequently, each of these four indices will be

ii oonsidered.

VOLUNTEER EFFECTIVENESS

The literature is replete with qualitative evaluations--descriptions
of demonstration projects and programs and descriptions of the
9xperiences of individuals who wo n treatment and service, deliv-
ery programs--that attest t9 the '___ ;factory or outstanding per-
formances of 1.91unteers or to the g !is made by patients or clients
assigned to volunteers. This appears to be the case in all areas
of treatment/service delivery under consideration: drug abuse
treatment ;24 alcoholism treatment;25 mental health treatment;26

24American Hospital Association 1973; Borenstein 1971; Boudin et
al,- 1977; Davis 1970; Dwarshuis et al.,41973; Gay et al. 1972; .

Hague 1969; Mackenzie and Brucg 1972; Markoff 1969; Termansen
1973.

:Driscoll 1971 ; Madden and Kenyon 1975; Manohar 1973.
American Psychiatric Association 1973, 1977; Beier et.al. 19 1;
Blatt 1969; Burnis and ,Ackerly 1969; Burrill 1966, 1969; Ch plan
et al. 1966; Clark 1966S,b; Cohen.1966; Cole and Cole 1969;
Collins 19 &7; Cooper 1967; Cooper and Southard 1966; Corning
1967; Cowne 1969, 1970; Eiler 1972; Eisenstein 1969; Epstein 1967;
Evans and Goldberg 1970; Featherman and, Welling 1971; Gelineau
1967; Gelineau and Evans 1970; Glassmann and Turner 1967;
Green 1971; Greene and Mullen 1973; Greenbank and Cameron
19681. Grob 1967; Hague 1969; Heilig et al. 1968; Hetherington
and Rappeport 1967; Hladky 1969; Hodgman and Stein 1966;
Roland and Voss 1968; HO,use 1968; Janzen,1974; Kotzen 1966;

'Kraft 1966; Kraus 1967; Lachenmeyer 1971;- Lear 1972; Levine
1968; Malhoti:a and Olgiati 1977; Mendelsohn. and Gold 1968;

).
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correctional treatment and services; 27 and social, educational, and
medical services.28 Despite the extremely_ pos17/e evaluations of
volunteers made by virtually all authors, none have defined the
criteria by which they have judged- volunteers to be !'effective."
This term, then, is to be understood as a general, highly subjec-
tive evaluation and not one based on standardized observation or
measu rement.

Relatively few quantitat ve- or- empirical studies of the effective-
ness of volunteers were found, however, and even the fdings of
these few studies must interpreted With caution due to inherent
methodological prtblem%. _Some of the major problems limiting the
validity and generalizability of these results are:

What little research has been conducted generally involved a
-single agency or program and usually did not employ_a control
grop.

Where established criteria were used to measure volunteer char-
acteristics or effective utilization, these criteria often consisted
of standardized psychological inventories or criteria selected
by the primary investigators and were assumed to be indicatiVe
of outcome measures, rather th.an tested empirically.

Virtually no attempts to relate volunteer characteristics-or effec-
tiveness to the effect on treatment and services--such as
observed changes in client" behavior and treatment end service
outcome attributed to volunteer-client interaction--were found.

Michener and Walzer 1970; Minor and Thompson 1975; Mitchell
1966b; Nicoletti and Flater 1975; Nicoletti and Flater-Benz 1974;
Patterson and Patterson 1967; Pederson and Babigian 1972;
Pretzel 1970; Rath and David 1973; Reding and Goldsmith 1967;
Remar 1967; Rieger et al.. 1969; Roth 1967; Sainer 1; Sata
1972; Savage 1972; Schulman 1968; Schwartz 1970; Shore' et al.
1972; Smiley 1973; Snyder 1975; Spoerl 1968; Stein 1967; Thisse
1967; Tyce 1970; Warren 1968; Widdowson and Griffiths 1971;
Wiseman 1969; Witkin 1973; Wolff 1974.

"Abrams 1970; Case 1973; Eiler 19.72; Ellenbogen and DiGregario
1975; Fox 1973; Goodard and Jacobson 1967; Horejsi 1973; Ingram
and Swartsfager 1973; Stoeckel 1975; Szymanski and Fleming 1971;
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 1971.

28Amenta 1974; Aud. 1973; Boylin. 1973; Cain 1976; Cain and Epstein
1967; Coles and Brenner 1968; Cowne 1970; 'Ferry 1968; Frank
et all, 1969; freidin et al. 1970; Friedman 1975;_Har.kness and.
Dougherty ,1968; Herman 1976.; Hilferty and Scott 1974; Holbrook
1974; Hughes et al. 1972; Kleiman et al. 1977; Kohn 1973; MacBain
1975; McCavern 1967; Morley 1976; Muro 1974; Nolan 1977; Pearse
1966; Rubenstein and Rubenstein 1972; Schmitt 1975; Siegel 1973;
Silverman, 1969; Squire 1973; Suarez and Ricketson 1974; Sulds
and Kirschner 1975; Varenhorst 1974; Yawkey and Silver 1975.
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No longitudinal studies were found that might indicate signifi-
cant relationships between use of volunteers or particular vol-
unfeer characteristics and long-term client benefit.

No studies were found that indicated differences in overall func-
tioning or effect on treatment and services between agencies,
or programs .within agencieS, that use volunteers and those that
do. not.

Because of the methodological-problems inherent in most of the
investigations conducted and. because the findings were soriietimes
in conflict, the following studies29 should be consideredindicative
of volunteer ',effectiveness, but not accepted' as decisive.

In the correctional sating, Ku et al. (1975) compared outcome
measures of three groups of 'probationers: high-risk individuals
assigned to volunteer probation counselors. (N=401,-high-risk. indi-
vicitialS participating in routine probation programing (N=44), and
low-risk individuals participating in routine probation programing
(N=20). The investigators reported that although high-risk proba-
tioners who had been assigned to volunteer counselors did not pie/1r-
form as well during the probation period as did the low-risk group,
their performance was often significantly better than that of the
high-risk control group. For example, probationers assigned to
volunteer counselors committed 46 percent fewer offensei and showed
significant reductions in the more serious criminal offenses (theft-
,related and antisocial offenses). Although no significant differ-
ences were found between the two high-Tisk groups at the begin-
ning of probation, the probationers with volunteer counselors also
scored significantly higher on the Responsibility, Socialization,
and Achievement via Conformance scales-of the California Psycho-
logical Inventory administered at the end of the. probationary period.
Ku et al. concluded that volunteer counseling relationships were
effective in approximately 75 percent of the cases.

Information published by the Law Enforcement Assistance Admini-t-
tration '(1972) indicates that volunteers have been effective in pre-
trial and probation programs. In the San Francisco Jail Project,
VISTA volunteers assisted city judges establpishing a program
of pretrial-release for misdemeanants. More than 15,000 defendants,
persons who could not have made bond and who would have been
retained in jail, were released On their own recognizance as a
result of this program-0- The success of the volunteer effort was
evaluated in terms of the $350',000 savings in custodial costs, the
ability to delay plans for building a new detention facility, and
the fact that fewer than 4 percent of those released failed to appear
in court. In a Denver County proloatiCrr program, volunteers were
assigned to counsel 13 probationers, while 43 others were main-

, 29The studies presented were conducted.only in the areas of mental
health and correctional treatment and services. No empirical
studies that evaluated the effectiveness of voyinteers working
in drug abuse, alcoholism, or other areas of interest were found.
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(tained in the traditional 'process. In an analysis 'of sociometric
self-evaluations administerect..beforethe probationary period and 1
yeai- later, it Was found that probationers assisted by volunteer-is
ha'ti improved om12 of the 13 scales, while probationers in the
traditional prografn improved on only 3- scales and actually regressed-- ---

,

There is'lso evidence to iridicate that volunteer programs are not
always successful. Berman (1975), in evaluating a probation pro-
gram using lawyer volunteers, in counselor roles, reports no positive
effects-ih= terms of arrest rates, employment rates, or ,ob satisfac-
tion. In attempting to _explain these findings, he cited several
factors that might have had a detrimental_effecf on the experiment.
First, the program began when the average man involved hid been
out of prison for an average of. 6 months. The most critical period
for ex-offenders, however, is thought to be the firit month after
release. Second, having a high-status friend might not be as
important to ex-offenders as had been expected. Third, the nega-

-tive findings might haVe been the result of the short duration of
the study; the effects of.having such a friend might require longer
than 9 months to emerge.

Berman also offered suggestions for ,,jipproving this type of program.
He believes:

It should be used with pardlees who are just being relapsed
or, ideally, the volunteer-parolee relationship should be estab-

, lished before the man. leaves prison;

Volunteers should be screened to maxiMize-tfie selection of attor-
neys who can relate to parolees an who have a high tolerance
for frustration; and

The availability and value of community assistance agencies
should be emphasized in the training of volunteers!,

B erger et al. (1975) likewisefound no reduction in delinquent
behavior among juvenile probationers assigned to volunteer proba-
tion officers, tutors, and group discussion leaders.. The investi-
gators believed that this was because the program was coercive;
it was administered by the court and was compulsory. They also
founctithat all volunteers either did-not contact or did not maintain
contadt with the probationers assigned to them. To counteract
this problem in future programs, Berger et al. suggested that some
system of monitoring- the frequency of probationer-volunteer inter-
action be devised, and further recommended that probationers and
voluratAers spend a minimum of...3 hours a week together, 'rather
than the 1 hour required in this program. They also suggested
that particular characteristics of the volunteers- Were important,
and might be considered in recru ing , selecting, and training .

future volunteers. These character tics include:

. A relatively, cynical attitude toward Society and a less rigidly
convenfronal attitude toward the law;
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A perce-tion of other adolescents as being, more delinquent than a

the pro atIOners with whom they Ark.; and
Pp .

Some element 9f authority in the volunteers' orientation toward
the probationer; the volunteer should act as a big brother or
sister inttead of acting like a friend.

Perhaps the most striking evidence indicating that Volunteer pro-
grams

-.

.are sometimes unsuccess ul is-provided br-Cook and Scioli
(19 . -These investigators bstantively and methodologitally
eval d %research, 'studies (N=45) that had attempted to measure

fectiveness, of volunteer piqgrams in courts and c9.Prections;
the specific Volunteer duties- and responsibilities for _each* study
were not described. They concluded that:

-Mr

there, is no clear-cut evidence that volunteer pro-
grams in courts and '-orrecticths are more; successful than
other program alternatives in achieving common- objec-
tives. The body of techmically, sound evaluative research
on this quest)on is, *imply put, too.thin.

p. 91

Several empirical studies documentinggthe effectiveness of volun-
teers working in, mental health programs and, agencies were also"found. . For example, Truax (11366) found volunteers to be at.
least as effective as professional therapists in communicating
empathy, warmth, and genuineness to hospitaliied patients. Beck
'et al., in two studies (1963, 1965), 1-epotted significant increases
in discharge rates and in measdred social behavior for chronic psy-
chotic patients receiving the services of college volunteers (also.
Bergman and Doland 1974). -Similar results also were reported by
Verinis 0970) and Katkin 'et al. (1975). -"Verinis found that chronic

ntal patients exhibited better ward behavior and a better sense
of humor, were more cooperative and less withdrawn and verbally
hostile,-and had a better potential for discharge when assigned to
a volunteer therapist. Katkin et al. 'reported that hospital read-
mission rates were significantly reduced .for wo en participating
in an. aftercare, program staffed by voluntee erapists. Volun-
teers have also'been positively evaluated in oles as youth ligaers.
(Feinstein and CaVanaugh 1974), as child behavior therapist
(Wahler and Erickson' 1969), 'as companionship therapists '(Art
at al 197 )-$' as telephone counselbrs (O'Donnell and George 1 77),

. and uicide prevention .supervisors (Mertz 1974).

EFFECTS F VdLUNTEERS

Although the purpose of voluntaristh is usually to provide treatment
;_, or services to the patient or client population,, many authors agree

-

"For p7 lications that provide a review of mental health programs
utilizing Volunteers,' see Cowne (.1969, 1970), McGee et al. (1972),
ankl Siegel (1973).7
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that volunteers benefit, 'both socially and psychologically, from
rendering service to others. The most commonly cited social bene-
fits derived from volunteer experience include: the opportunity
to make friends and" take art in meaningful activities (( k3everley
1975a,b; Einstein 1973; i 1975; Naylor 1971; Saiger 1973a);
the opportunity to I9eco e familiar with treatment agencies and _pro-'
gram personnel (Brown nd Ishiyama 1968; Cole and Cole 1969;
Haddock and Dundorl 19 1; McCann 1964; Spoerl 1968; Wander
and Sternlicht 1964; Wolf 974); the opportunity to learn (Beverley
1975b; Brown and Ishiyama 1968; Brunell 1967; Burnis and Ackerly
1969; Delworth et al. 1974; Gelineau 1967; Haddock and Dundon
1951 Levine 1968; McCann 1964; Naylor 197U Rapp 1974; Roupe
1973; Wanderet,and Sternlicht 1964; Witkin 1973; Wolff 1974); and
the opportunity to exploi-e a potential career "choice or to gain
access to a paid position (Brown and lshiyama 1968; Burnis and
Ackerly 1'969 Cytryn and Vihlein 1965; Delworth et al. 1974; Dowds4
et al. 1969; 'walt 1967; Haddock and Dundon 1951; Klugman ,and
Klugman 1964+- Levine 1968; Siepker* et al, 1977; Spoerl 19W;
Umbarger et al. 1962; Atilkin 1973). Psychological benefits fffined
through the volunteer experience are reported to include: a feel-..
ing of satisfaction in helping others (Bergman -and Doland 1971(;
Beverley ,1975b; Brown and Ishiyama 1968; BUrnis and AcI5erly-
1969; Cole, and Cole 1969; Green 1971; Kellen, 1973; Kleiman et al.
1977; Lavker and ROsett 1966;. Morley 1976; Sainer 1973a; Umbarger
et al. 1962; Widdowson and Griffiths 1971); a positive shift in atti-
tudes tclward those being helped and a deeper understanding of
patients' or clients' problems (Beckman 1972; Bergman-and Doland
)974; Beverley 1975b; BrOwn and Ishiyama 1968; Brunell 1967;
Burnis and Ackelly 1969; Clark 1966b; Ewalt 1967; Gelineau 1967;
Green 1971; Holzberg 1963; Holzberg and Gewirtz 1963; Holzberg
et al. 1966, 1964b; Klugman and Klugman 1964; Kulitc 'et al. A969;
Pretzel 1970; Rapp 197,4; Witkin 1973); an increased sensitivity to
others' feelings (Beier et al. 19714 Brown and 19hiyama 1968;
Burnis and Ackerley 1969; Doud and*Regan 1965; Ewalt 1967; Green .

'1971; Holzberg et al. 1964a, 1966; Knapp and Holzlerg .1964; Pretzel
'1970; Riogh et al. 1963; Roupe 1973; Spoerl 1968; Witkin 1973);
the opportunity for self-actualization or personal fulfillment (Brown
and Ishiyama 1968; Cole eN Cole 1969; Delworth et al. 1974; Doud
and Regan 1965; Gold 1971; Holzberg et al. 196ja, 1966; Knapp
and Holzberg 1964; Lavker and Rosebt 1966; RiTch et al. 1963;
RoUpe 1973;,Widdowson and Griffiths 1971; Witkin 1973'; Wolff 19.74);
an increased ability to /cope with personal probleMs (Beier et al.
1971;,. Ewalt 1967; Kallan 1973; Kleiman et al. 1977; Levine 1968;
Morley 1976; Pretzel 1970; Rapp 1974); and enhanced self-esteem
(Bergman and Doland 1974; Brown and lshiyama 1.968; Delworth et
al.. 1974; Doud. and Regan 1965; Gold 1971; Holzberg et al. 19646,
1966; Kellen 1973; Knapp and Holzberg 1964; Naylor 1971; Pretzel
1970; Rioch et al. 1963;' Seiner 1573; Savage 1972; Witkin 1973).

A few empirical' studles also revealed that volunteers themselves
derived benefits from their experience in treatment and service
delivery prograpla.. For example, Kulik.et al. (1969) found that
as a result of volunteer expei-ience in a Mental hospital, college
students came to view psychiatric ,patients as more organized and
reality,- oriented, less ,confused and dreamy, more 'capable of
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friendship and warmth, more passive aird predictable, and leis,
threatening (also Chinskr and Rappaport 1970). These investiga-
tors also reported that the students became increasingly disillusioned
about the hospital itself, eventually perceiving it as a custodial

gather than a curative institution. King et al. (1970kreported a
greater change toward self-acceptance among college students who
were volunteers in a psychiatric hospital than among nonvolunteer
students (also, Doud and Regan 1965.; Dowds et at. 1969; Holzberg
et al, 1964a, 1966; Knapp and Holzberg 1964; LeVine 1966; Rioch
et al. 1963).

There is also some evidence to suggest that volunteering influences
later work roles. Dowds et al. (1969) reported that more volunteers
ho worked in mental hospitals or at a summer,camp for mental
patients, as compared to a control group,- intended to spend subse-
quent /summers engaged in mental health volunteer activities. Fur-
thermore, the number of volunteers who planned careers in the
mental health profession-indreased significantly after the summer's
experience.

CLIENT SATISFACTION

Few investigators have been concerned with Al,ent satisfaction in;
regard to volunteer treatment -and services. at scant informa-
tion is available, however, indicates that clients perceive a particu-
lar credibility in the volunteer (Rioch 1966). The fact that the
volunteer is not paid, but persists in showihg a warm, sympathetic
interest in clients and patients appears to make an impression on
those served (Roupe 1973; Verinis 1970)'.

One empirical study also provides an indication of the: satisfaction
clients derive from interactions with volunteers. Stoeckel et al.
(1975) surveyed 50 juvenile offenders who had been interviewed .

by volunteers during intake and for purposes of preparing predis-
position reports. They reported that 93 percent of the juveniles
believed the volunteers had done "a good job" and that 83 percent
said- they would want to be interviewed by the sada volunteer if
another court hearing were necessary.

STAFF REACTIONS

'Descriptions of demonstration' projects, programs, and repcirts of
the experiences of persons involved in treatment and service deliv-
ery often indicate that staff exhibit adverse reactions to the intro-
duction of volunteer programs. Staff are said to be skeptical of
the nonprofessionals' ability to provide treatment and services that
requjre a high level of expertise (Kantor 1967; Naylor 1971;
Stoeckel 1375; Suarez`and Ricketson 1974) and some fear that their
jobs or status are in jeopardy (Kantor 1967; Krebs 1971; Mattleftq:
and Olgiati 1977; Naylor 1971; Routh 1972), Some aioe said to fear
that patients will experience setbacks due to volunteers' therapeutic
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errors (Malhotra and Olgiati" 1977), or that volunteers will no.t
respect the clients' confidegtiality.

.
Once staff have either an oppo,rtunity to participate in volunteer
training and supervision or to observe the volunteers' interaction
with patients, they are generally reassured and adopt -positive atti-
tudes toward using volunteers (Burris and Acker ly 1969; Stoeckel
et al. 1915). A dear delineation between staff and volunteer roles
is, also said to encourage the staff's acceptance of volunteers.

More positive reports indicate that saffeibegin to view vol4nteers
as valuable additions to the treatment/service delivery team (Burbis
aQd Ackerly',1969). Volunteers are also said to introduce a fresh
perspective iftto the agency or program and to stimulate staff in'
seeking alternative methods of relating to clients and patients
(Brown and Ishiyama 196B; Green 1971; Holzberg and Knapp 1965;
Wanderer and Sternlicht 1964).

SUMMARY

There are many quail tive evaluations that attest to the effective.-
ness ofvolunteers, ut there is also evidence to suggest that quali-
tative and quantitative evaluations do,..rpt always yield similar
results. Although few empirical evaluations were found, most indi-
cated that volunteers were successful.

The literature reports that. volunteers benefit from the volunteer
experience as well as the clients and'patients who are the recipients
of service. Volunteers enjoy the opportunity to participate in mean-
ingful activities, to explore potentiakwork mile's, and to develop,'
their talents and abilities.° The literature also indicates that,volun-
tee7s develop an increased; senMtivity to rd others, an increased
ability. to cope with personal Fproble'm .and enhanced self-esteem.

The few investigations.tnat have been made of client satisfaction
with the treatment and services they' receive from volunteers indi-
cate that clients generally are satisfied. Although, staff are initially
skeptical, staff reacti nValw are ly positive once they have
observed volunteers t hating, ith patients or; clients.
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4. Administration of
Volunteer Services

This section outlines commonly expressed rationales for aAld against
using volfinteers. It also -describes procedures for recruiting,

6 .selecting,/.and training volunteers and provides recommendations
for desidhIng and implementing successful volunteer programs.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DECISION
TO RIITJAT A VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

Rationales fad Using Volunteers

- Rationales for using volunteers generally Jail into tyro categories-
cost efficiency and quality of service.

Cost effic* nc . The preparation and training of profegsionals for
socia s vice delivery has not been able to keep pace with the
grpwth of traditional programs. In recent years, there has also
been an increasing recognition that raditional services do not fully

*meet client needs, and that new d e g programs and serv-
ices iriust be developed if we ar to deaf effec vely with the eco-
nomic, social, political, and cul teal problems co onting our soci-
ety.

. _0...-
The paraprofessional movement--training and using persolis without
advanced academic credentials to perform functions not requiring
a high level of al exp 'brtise - -is one strategy for alleviating
these problems Th use of paraprofessionals not. only has allowed
service delive to b maintained at relatively low cost, but also
hasem ed the ne d for a broadened scope,of acitiNty. Hiring
paraprofessionals has ten provided a means of consumer input,.
allowing client-perceRfe needs to be voiced and further action to ,

be taken to alleviate 'hat- ship. The resultant expansion of services
and/or the inclusion of fo erly unserved segments of.the popula-
tion, however, have recr'eat= in effect a severe labor shortage.
Because the economic base is n sufficient to_support the training

r and hiring of complete, staffs of id professionals and paraPrefes-
sional workers, more and more agencies are using volunteers
(Brown and 1shiyama 1968; Feinstein- and Cavanaugh 1974; Fox
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1973; Hay ler 1975;. Hinton and Sterling 1975; Mackenzie dBruce
1972;Minor and Thompson 1975; Mounsey 1973; Nicoletti d Flater
1975; Roupe 19-73; Routh 1972; Schinbler-Rainman and Lippitt 1971;
Schulman and Poole 1968; Silk 1972; Widdowson and Griffiths 1971).

7.
Actual figu res reflecting the savings resulting from using volunteers
generally are not repcirted. The, Lel,/ Enforcement Assistance Admin-
istration (LEAA), however, has condupted a survey of the use of
volunteers in correctional and probatph,settings. They have esti-
mated that the hours donated in, 2 years have been worth more
than $1 8 million (Law Enforcement Assistance. Administration 1972).
Tht 'Ph nix, Arizona, Center for the Blind, which uses approxi-
mately 350 persons in service delivery, provides another indication
of the savings realized by using volunteers. In 1 year, these
volunteers donated 25,000 hours of their time in more than 8,500
separate assignments. Rased on the minimum wage, the savings
to the center were- estimated at $35,000 (Cull and Hardy 1974).
Homecoming, a rehabilitation program which assists mental patients
in making the transition from the hospital to the community, uses
the services of volunteers extensively. Administrators of this pro-
gram have estimated that voluAteer services constitute a savings
of at least $1,664 per .year pet patient t Hetherington and Rappeport
1967). One final example, from a crisis telephone counseling center,
indicates that volunteer intervention accounts for 72 . percent of
service delivery, thereby reducing the costs of operation consider-
ably (O'Donnell and George' 1977).

Volunteers also have been used when the objective is not to
decrease costs, but to maintain costs while improving treatment
and service delivery or while expanding the current program to
include additional `Services or formerly unserved populations (Burnis
and Ackerly 1969; Ferry 1968; Arthur 1973; Fox 1973; Goddard
and Jacobson 1967; MacBain 1975; Roupe 1973). In some instances,
the primary concern has not been to reduce program costs or to
maintain existing costs while increasing or improving services, but
rather to provide service without cost (Beier et al. 1971; Fried
and Dushkes 1972). In these cases, volunteer participation deter-
mines liether or not services will be available at all.

Quality of service. Because of the range o f skills and abilities
now available, volunteers hay specia qualifications that allow them
to make unique huan-service utions (Holarrd-and Voss 1968;
Schindler-Rainman and Lippitt 1971).. Also, the absence of both
professional role expectations and an assigned status within the
program or agency hierarchy are thought to allow volunteers a,
freedorrof action and orientation denied to the professional or para-
professional. The volunteers' enthusiasm, and the fact that--Athey
are not paid for the - services they provide, add to their unique
position within the treatment and service, delivery system.

In both the mental health and corrections areas, it is argued that
t professionals are 'sometimes too overburdened with administrative

details to provide the appropriate emotional support to their clients
(Ayes 1969; Goddard and Jacobson 1967). Using volunteers for
tasks requiring less expertise frees professional staff from routine
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duties and allows them mire time to devote to,direct treatment
(Delworth et al. 1974; Ferry 1968; Fox 1973; Roland and Voss 1968;
Stoeckel et al. 1975).

Rationales Against Using Volunteers

:,-- Arguments against using volunteers in human services are common
in the literature. However, this literature tends to be' oriented
toward problem solving, with criticisms and objections to the use

,of volunteers presented and then- countered. The following state-
ments seem to summarize the present rationales against the use of
volunteers (Fried and Dushkes 1972; ,Mounsey 1,9731;_ Nicoletti and
Flater 1975; Rayerson 1972; Routh 1972; Sata 1972; Schindler-
Rainman and Lippitt 1971).

Volunteers 'create more work than they are able to return in
services; costs incurred by volunteers bare hard to justify.

41 Volunteers cannot handle serious problems.
a

Volunteer programs attract a high ratio of. middle-class persons,
whereas clients tend to be drawn from lower socialclasses.

Using volunteers denies the professional the rewards and satis-
faction that come from-client feedback.

Volunteers cannot be expected, with relatively brief training,
to perform the functions for which professionals' spend years
in training.

Volunteers are unreliable, less interested, and less enthusiastic
than professionals; they are unwilling. to undertake tasks of
lesser importance or to work with difficult clients..

Volunteers are more interested in working out their own prob-
lems than in helping clients. -

Clients question the qualifications of volunteers and the payment
of a fee for services received from unpaid personnel.

RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION OF VOLUNTEERS

Enlisting the aid of qi.ralified yolunteers is perhaps the most press-
ing concern of a program director or administrator wishing to estab-
lish or maintain a volunteer program. For this reason, sources of
volunteers, *recruitment techniques, and selection procedures are
discUssed
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Volunteer Pools

There are specific groups within the population that have become,
increasingly involved in volunteer work. These groups include
youths, coliela students, professionals, retirees and the elderly,.
indigenous persons, clientspand ex-clients, and the handicapped.

Because they generally h'ave few obligations vis-a-vis adults and
because they are often eager to assume responsible roles, youths
provide perhaps the most accessible source of volunteers. Although
thetr relative lack of maturity, general knowledge, and varied
experience may somewhat restrict the assignmbnts or the programs
for which youths can effectively volunteer, several authors have
noted particular benefits derived from using them. For example,
young "street wise" and "drug wise" volunteers have been used
successfully in hospital emergency rooms and drug abuse clinics
to "talk down" clients suffering from acute 'reactions to drugs (Gay
et al. 1972; Termansen 1973) . Their peer position and familiarity
with the drug subculture encourage volunteer-client interaction
and also serve to undercut clients' manipulation of professional
staff (Gay 'et al. 1972). Youths also have, demonstrated their
enthusiasm tfo r establishing and maintaining. socially and emotionally
supportive roles with mentally ill, mentally retarded, and emotionally
diSturbed patients (American Psychiatric Association 1973; Boylin
1973; Cowne 1970; Ewalt 1967; clasmann and Turner 1967; Lavker
and Rosett 1966; Rath 1973; Savage 1972), and with elderly, ill,
or infirm persons (Bowden 1972; Cowne 1'970; Mendelsohn and Gold
1968; .Rubenstein and Rubenstein 1972; Squire 1973). They also
have

peer
a special competence when serving as tutors

and peer counselors (Schmitt 1975; . Varenhorst 1974) . r,

ri

Through their participation in activities such as civil rights cam-
paigns, the Peace Corps, and educational programs for the digad-
vantaged, university students have gained the reputation of being
actively concerned about society and individuals. Their enthusiasm,
idealism, and- altruism have encouraged their wide use in mental
health programs and proje'cts.3' Their increased independence,
maturity, and' physical and mental abilities, in comparlson with
those of high school students, also enhance their usefulness for
treatment service delivery programs.

Professionals, individuals who have obtained postgraduate degrees
in disciplines relevant to treatment or service delivery, provide a
unique manpower...resource for programs an& agencies. Although
the time available to them for participation in volunteer activities

. -

31Beck et al. 196-;--1965; Bergman and Doland 1974; Brown and
Ishiyama 1968; Brunelt 1967; Burnis and Ackerly .1969; Cowne
1969; Doud and Regan 1965; Fischer 1970; Haddock and Dundon
1951; Holbrook 1974; Holzberg 1963; Holzberg ..et al. 1964a, b,
1966; Holzberg and Knapp 1965; Mitchell 1.2.6.6lat-Reyerson 1972;
Siegel 1973; 'Spoerl 1968; Tyce 1970; Umberger et al. 1962;
Wanderer and Sternlicht 1964; Witkin 1973; Wolff 1974.
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is likely to be restricted, this group brings a level of expertise
not found among more typical volunteers. For example, attorneys
have often provided legal counsel to parolees, social workers,
clergymen, and commupity workers. They, also have established
neighborhood legal assistance centers for the poor (Berman 1975;
Leenhouts 1972, 1978; -Savage and Wesson 1975; Shamberg 1968;
Simmons 1975). Psychologists, psychiatrists, physicians, dentists,
optometrists, etc.also'hatke been reported to provide services to
clients of the criminal -justice ,system through the Volunteers in
Prevention, Prosecution, Probation, Prison, and Parole (VIP) Pro-
gram (Leenhout.s .1978). in the area of health careAphysicians
are well known for donating their services to free clinics-and in
emergency situations (Amenta 1974; American Hospital Association '
1973; Frank et al. 1969; Freiden et al. 1970; Hague 1969; Harkness
and Dougherty 1968; Hughes et al. 1972).

Because retired persons -and the elderly traditionally have' been
viewed as recipients of treatment and services, they were excluded
from volunteer activities in the past (Babic 1972; BpVerley 1975a;
Friedman 1975; Sainer 1973b). In the early 1960s, however, in
response to the report of the Joint Commission on Mental. Illness
and Health, the Federal Government initiated steps to develop vol-
unteer resources owal national level. These steps included estab-
lishing such programS- as the Foster Grandparent Program (FGP),
ItTe.Patired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP), and the .Service
Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE) (Babic 1972; Beverley 1975a,
b; Blatchford 1974;. Cowne 1970; Naylor 1972; Sainer 1971, 1972,
1973a,b). It was largely through service in these-programs that
the latent talents, the free 'time, and the value of experiences
accumulated by retired and elderly persons %:+ib re recognized on a
grand scale (Sainer 1973b).

40.

The 'indigenous person is another type of volunteer traditionally
viewed as a recipient, rather than a provider, of treatment and
services. Volunteers are generally considered to be "indigenous"
when there is: (1) a similarity between the volunteer and the t,
client population in terms of particular problems or illnesses -Ind/
or (2) a similarity between the volunteer and client population in
terms bf language., ethnic or racial background, culture, work
experience, socioeconomic status, etc. Efforts to use such persons
-as volunteers recently have increased in response_ to professionals'
evaluations of treatment and service delivery (Cooper 1967; Cull
and Hardy 1974; Gay et al. 1972; Kleinman 197.7; Siegel 1973;
Silverman 1969; Sobey 1970; Termansen 1973). They reported:

Enhanced communication; trust, and responsiveness between
clients and volunteers with similar background experiences and
lifestyles (Cooper 1967; Jay et al. 1.972; Nurco- 1972; Siegek"
1973; Silverman 1969; Sobey 1970; Termansen 1973);

Better social ledrning rri els for clients_when indigenous volun-
teers werle used rather than middle-class prgfessionals or those

'inexperienced in regard to the client's particular pioblem or
illness (Gay et al. 1972; Kleiman et al. 1977; Silverman 1969;
Sober 1970);
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. A ret- fuction Jri cultural, recialiethrfic, and pocioeconomic barriers
.between the .agency and the community'whgn indigenous volun-
teers serve as a bridge between the'profesSional and the client

' (Gay et al. 1972;'O'Donn211 and George 1977; Siegel 1973; Sobey-
1970; Termansen.1973). .-..

. . ,

Indigenous volunteers have been used in dri.ig abuse treatment
programs (Guy et al. 1972; Termansen 1973),imental health projects
(Cowne 1969; Siegel 1973), and social service's (COwne 1969; Gay
et al. 1972; Silverman 1969; Sobey 1970).

. ...s . .
Clients a.na ex-clients also have been used,in!the areas of correc- .

tio d mental health. A3/4111Ough their use is somewhat restricted
due their particular status as an inmate orTa current or former z
psychiatric patient, several reports indicate that they hive a'unique
perspective that can be effectively applied tg counseling (e.g.,
the Lifers' Group at Rahway State Prison, New Jersey) (Abrams
1970; Collins 1967; Eller 197.2.; Foletherman and Welling 1971; Levine
1,968; Szymanski and Fleming 1971). Inmates also have cared for
retarded chNdFen (Eiler 1972) and men (Abrams 1970), while psy-
chiatric outpatients have participated in advisory committees

07
lunteers attempting to improve overall program functioning (7Sta
2).

Becausethe handicapped in general are still Oehceived as recipients
of services, their potential as volunteers' remains largely undevel-
oped. However, it has been demonstrated that, with careful
planning and preparation, these persons can successfully fulfill
companionship roies, teach crafts, and make and repair equipment
for service programs"(Kallan 1973)..

Recruitment Techniques

Unless the requirements of a particular program demand the exclu-
sion of certain segments of the population, attempts to recruit vol-
unteer=s should cover both sexes, all age groups, and all socio-
economic classes. This helps to insure that a broad range of skills
andbilities will be available to the program and to its clients (Pell
1972; Routh 1972).

Commonly applied recruitment techniques include: lectures or guest
appearances at various church groups and "'civic organizations
(Berger et al. 1975; Covner 1969; Fox 1973; Frank et al. 196.9;
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 1.972; Pell 1972; Routh
1972; Wahler and Erickson 1969); announcements broadcast through
mass media channels--such as radio, television, newspaper adver-
tisements (Berger et al. 1975; Covner 1969; Fox 1973; Green 1971;
Pell 1912; Routh 1972); lectures -and workshrops" held on college
campuses or as part of university classes (Berger et al. 1975; Green
1971; Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 1972; Pell 1972;
Rapp and Primo 1974; Routh 1972); and the use of informal, word-'

'of-mouth communication networks (Berger et.-al. 1975; Covner 1969; .

Fox 1973; Frank et al. 1969; Green 1971; Lair Enforcement Assist-
larIce Admini tic) 1972; Pell 1972; Routh 197 If funding .
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permits, a general 'mailing of pamphlets or brochures-explaining
the prospective program and the need for volunteers can be con-
ducted. On a more limited' budget, these materials cenbe sent to -
appropriate community organizations and/or agencies. Application
forms for potential volunteers can also be enclosed (Pell 1972; Routh
1.972; Wahler and Erickson 1969). Still other authors have recom-
mended enlisting indigenous leaders or people, to act as liaisons
between the program and the community,:to .secure, volunteers (Fox
1973; Routh 1972). This final procedure, however, would appear
to restrict greatly the program 'director's or administrator's control
over the type(s) oflvolunteers being recruited.

Selection Procedures.

Althriugh recruitment techniques have been relatively consistent
across programs and treatment_, areas, selection criteria 'have varied
widely. For example in the area of ijuvenile corrections, some
program directors believed that anyone who volunteered could be
used in some capacity. The only selection criterion imposed was
in regard to volunteers working directly with juveniles, and that
criterion appeared 'quite lenient - -i.e. , that volunteers, with prob-
lems potentially damaging to juveniles would be excluded from direct
tervice roles (Fox 1973).. In a comparable program, however, vol-
unteers were selected only after a review of. their references and
arr interview tiy two members of the court staff (Berger et al. 1975).
An LEAA survey of selection procedures (1972) revealed that vol-
unteers in correctional settings were generally required to comp ete
an application form, that an interview was optional, and that refer-
ences were leldorn requested. Furthermore, the report -indicated
that program directors were interested in selecting volunteer's who
were members of minority groups, who dra- not have high valuet
and rigid mores, and who were not so educated as to have 'difficulty
in relating to inmates, parolees, and probationers (also Stoeckel
et al. 1975).

In the mental health, social service, an ducational fields, an
interview is usually required before a volynteer is accepted into a
program or project (Delworth et-al. 1974; Green 1971; Pell 19,72;
Rapp and Primo 1974; Routh 1972). This interview is usually
intended as a means of assessing. the potential vokunteer's motives
for volunteering (Pell 1972; Rapp and Primo 1970 ,and his/her

dr interests and level of commitment (Delworth et al. 1974;" Pell 1972;
Rapp and Primo 1974; Routh 1972). Various standardized psycho-
logical indices (e.g., the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inven-
tory, the California Psychological Inventory, the Kuder Preference
Record) have also been employed to measure the personality charac-
teristics of potential volunteers (Covner 1969; Delworth et al. 1974;
Sdhoenfeld et al. 1976).

Finally, Burnis and Ackerly (1969) suggIsted that program directors
or personnel should provide volunteers with an opportunity to learn
about the treatment or services provided by the agency; the charac-
teristics of the community being served; the type of problems
encountered by clients; and the role- of the volunteer in relation
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:to the program, the. clients, and the community._ They belieye
that this is the most appropriate' method of selecting volunteers
who will remain committed .to the program and/or its clientele.

TRAINING VOLUNTEERS

Programs or procedues instituted to train volunteers vary from
infrequent inservice consultations' with professional staff (Wahler
and Erickson 1969) to formal curriculums. -Most training'-,programs,
however, include several common-etemerrts7,--The first of these is
an orientation session, or sessions, which are intended to provide
the volunteer with an understanding of the program, clients, com-
munity, etc.

Many training programs provide the volunteers with a reading list
or a manual or handbook to be used for reference in the future
(Berger et al. 1975; Gelineau and Evans 1970; Hinton and Sterling
1975). Ongoing supervision and consultation in regard to the vol-
tinteertp- assigned client have been found in many trainrng Rrograms
as well (Berger e4 al. 1975; Burris and Ackerly 1969; Fox 1973;
Gelineau and Evans 1970;' Green 1971; Law Enforcem-int Assistance
Administration 1972; Pell 1972; Schmitt and Furniss 1975; Siepker
et al. 1977; Silk 1972; Solomon and Horenstein 19710.

In attempting to outline an ideal volunteer training program, Routh
(1972) listed several components that he considered to be essential.
These includedi

Human relations'a'r communication skills (also Gelineau and Evans
1970; Green 1971; Va renhorst 1974);

A description of the program's goals, procedures, and purposes,
and its relationship to °titer community agencies;._

--A clear delineation of the volunteer's role, emphasizing the par-.
ticular functigns and_activities that volunteers are expected to
perform, as well as those that are reserved for professional or
paid staff;

References to services available throughout the community, as
welt as sources of referral for the agency;

. Instruction, regarding the necessity for confidentiality;

A description of the clientjopulation;'

A demonstration of the value of the volunteer as an aid to pro-
fessional staff; and

Cottinuing inse-rvice.training.

Routh stressed, however, that the education,' qualifications, and
experience 'of edich youp of volunteers should be assessed before
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a particular training curriculum is initiated., --With the chanting
patterns volunteers' characteristics, ,skills,. and abilities, `such
a strat y Id allow the tailoring of trliping to.fit the specific
needs of volunt rs, and ultimately result in cost efficiency as
well as more effective volunteers.

RECOMMENDATIONS , FOR THE DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCCESSFUL
VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

Nu%rous case studies have'detailed successful volunteer programs;
,

certain factor's seem to be related to successful ruse ofvokInteers.
The first, and perhaps most essential, consideration is publicity.32
The program or''agency must inform the community of its intention
to initiate a volunteer program. This not only serves as a means
of recruiting volunteers, but also provides an opportunity for inter-
ested and qualified citizens to participate in the planning stages
of the 'program and to provide information concerning the needs
as well as the particular environmental and human resources avail-
able within the immediate area. Securing active community involve-
ment and good will appear to be essential to establidhing and
implementing sticcessful programs (Furedy and Kirschner 1975;
Routh 1172; Smith and Reddy 1973). '

Staff and community residents should cooperate in planning specific
services to be offered clients (Siepker et al. 1977). Again, volun-
teers Can provide valuable insights that help to insure \that services
will be relevant, that hey will be used by the target ,population,
and that they will be delivered in the thost efficient manner possible-.
Plans for using personnel and job descriptions (including those of

-professional staff) should be developed along with the plans for
potential services to insure that the program's objectives are realis-
tic (Brown and lshiyama 1968).
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32American,
.Psychiatric Association 1973; Aud 1973; Beier et al.

1971; Bergman and Doland 1974; Blatchford 1973; ; Bleach and
Claiborn 1974; Burri11,1966, 1969; Cole and Cole 1969; Covner
1979; Cowne 1970; Davis 1970; Driscoll 1971; Eller 11972; Feather-
man and Welling 1971; Feinstein and Cavanaugh 1974; Gay et al.
1972; Greene and Mullen 1,973; Greenbank and Caineron 1968;
Goldstein 1966; Hilferty and Scott 1974; Holbrook 11974; Ingram
and Swartsfager 1973; Kraft 1966; Lawry 1973; Leenhouts 1973;
Mackenzie and Bruce 1972; Markdff 1969; Martz 1974; Minor and
Thompson 1975; Morley 1976; Muro 1974; Nicoletti act. Flater 1975;
Nicoletti and Flater-Benz 1974; Rath and David 1973 Rich 1973;
Rieger et al. 1969; Ryberg 1969; Sainer 1973a; Sa'vage 1972;
Schindler-Rainmgn 1971; Siegel 1973; Silk -1972; Silverman 1969;
Simmons 1975; Smiley 1973;. Smith 1973; Suarez and Ricketson
1974; Szymanski and Fleming 1971; Termansen 1973; Tyce 1970;
Widdowion and Griffiths 1971; Wolff 1974.
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Particular concerns in the development of job descriptions for vol -'
unteer.staff must alSo,be considered (Brown and lshiyama 1968).
Although understandably -concerned both with agency needs and
with' accomplishing Stated objectives, the staff should also consider

.---the needs, talents, and skills of the volunteer (FUredy and Kirsch-.
ner 197.5; Hayler 1975; Pettinelli 197t Pretzel 1970; Schulman and
Poole 1968; Siepker et al. 1977; Smith and Reddy 1973). This
process will be expedited if community residents and representa-
tives -of the potential volunteers are included in job description
planning.

Although program objectives, specific services to:be offered, and
job descriptionS are determined prior to initiation of the program,
they must remain flexible. In fact, the first year or two of a new
program is generally an experience in trial and error. The
expected value of particular services may not materialize; client
use of services may fluctuate considerably as community residents
become increasingly=aware of program offerings; and as increasing
numbers of both clients and volunteers become affiliated with the
program, demands will change. Unless the agency responds 'to
these factors, even an ideally planned and implemented program
can.ultimately.fail (Leenhouts 1978).

'Another major consideration in establishing a successful volunteer
program and insuring its continued success is the employment of.,
a supervisor or coordinator of volunteey services (Furedy and
Kirschner 1975; Katkin et al. 1975; Kotzen 1966; Pettinelli 1971;

'Michener and Waleer 1970; Schulman and Poole 1968*; Siepker et
al. 1977). Problems in implementing- the volunteer prqgram, prob-
lems associated with volunteer-client interaction, and problems con-v
cerning staff(reactionsboth to volunteers and to volunteer-client
interaction are likely-to emerge. Unless these problems are handled
with a sensitivity toward agency staff, volunteers, and clients,
the potential effectiveness of the volunteer program can be under-
cut. The volunteer coordinator, then, serves as a bridge between
the volunteer and the agency. S/he insures that volunteers are
not overworked, that they are provided with ,reWarding experiences
as volunteers, and that apprecialion for their services is acknowl-fr edged in an'appropriate and meaningful way (Furedy and Kirschner
1975; Pettinelli 1971; Routh 1972; Schulman and Poole 1968).

and
also is important to provide opportunities for staff, volunteers,

and clients to contribute to further program revisions." The actual
strategy employed does not appear to be particularly important,
as long as ideas and .opinions can be expressed freely, are attrib-
uted some degree of importance, and are considered in future pro-
gram development and revision (Furedy and Kirschner 1975; Hayler
1975; Pettinelli 1971; Naflor 1971; Routh 1972).

SUMMARY

The major reasons for initiating a volunteer program are said to
be "cost efficiency and quality of service. It has been documented
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t at using volunteers can allow a program with insufficient fundjng
to

- continue providietg treatment and services to clients, or to..
expancL its target population and/or services without increasing
its budgets The range of skills and abilities*provided by volun-
teers, tile absence of professional role expectations and an assigned ., profesSiOnaj Status, and -the enthusiasm of volunteers all contribute
to 'an improvement. in the quality of service provided-

1

9N1 Many segments of the population are becoming increasingly involved
in 'volunteer activities. These groups include youths, university
students; housewives, pi-ofessionals, retired persons, the elderly,

igehous persons, 'clients,, ex-clients, and the handicapped.
or these groups has particular characteristics, abilities, or

interests. that make them likely candidates for volunteer roles..

Various techniques have been proposed for recruiting volunteers.
The most common include lectiires and guest appearances before
unirrsity. classes or community organizations, announcements
through mass media networks, and word-of-mouth communication.

o All 'methods seem to be effective. The primary concern in recruit-. ing' volunteers is encouraging voluntarisrii among all stgments of
the population to insure ,,that a range f skills and abilities are
available to the program. The except' ,to ,this occurs when a
particular program needs volunteers wh possess specific character-

, istics or abilities.
0

%4iOW-,procedures are not always employed in, the program set-
. Some directors or administrators, believe that everyone who

applies can be 'used in some capacity. A greater number, however,
lieve that the volunteers' motives, level of commitment, and petr-

son I silitability for the treablient, ,setpng should be aspsseci,
' Alth h ttis is usually accomplished in an individual interview;
some directors require psychological testing and references before
they accept a volunteer into their program.

The minimum training provided to olunteels,consists-of inservice

ran instruction in human
91consultation with professional staf Sever other essential com-

ponents have also'been offered, int', relations or: communlgation skills, a description of4program objet-
t tives and procedures, a clear delination of the vol'unteer's role,

and continuing inservice training.

'11$4

a. The literature also offers several suggestidns for initiating and
maintaining ,a successful volunteerA5Pogram. 'These include:

Notifying the community of the interktion to initiate avoltinteer
program;

Including community members in all phases of planning and
development;

considering the n eeds, talents, and skills of volunteers
developi g jot descriptions and assigning. roles;

4 f3
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Continuously reevaluating and modifying services, and: staff
and volunteer holes;

Providing. voluntews with appropriate training;

Employing a supervisor or coordinator of volunteer services;
and

Keeping the channels of communication open among staff, volun-
teers, clients, and the community.

r

r
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I. Community Education

Functions and activiti

Provide general public lnforma4
'tion, e.g., in regard to pr
grams and services qr in
regard to dfug abuse, oleo-
holism, mental. health, correc-
tions; etc.., in general.

.

- ,!-Drugabuse '

gackenzie and ',Bruce,
(1972)

r'3

Alcoholism Mental health

American Psychiatric
Assoc. (1973)

Sate (1974)

Preparation of displays, news-
paper/magazine article8,
brochures, tapes, radio, and
TV. appearances:

.Mackenzie and Bruce,
(1972)

Markoff (1960

.9;

American Psychiatric
Assoc. (1973)

Kraus (1967)
Nicoletti aNtl Flater-

Ben,zo(1974)
Warren (1968Y

4

Corrections,

Case and Henderson
(1973)

taw Enforcement
dssistance Adm.,
(1972)

Leenhouts (1.973)
Swiage and Wesson

(4 975)-
U.S. Dept. of,

Health, Education
and Welfare (1971)

. 11

Leenhouts (1973)
Social and Rehabilita-
tion Services (1969181

Other

Ayes (1969)
artow (1974)

Blatchford (1973)

Cln (1976)
and' Hardy

(1974)
Goldstein (1966)
Kohn (1973)
Lawry (1973)
Leppert (1973a,b)
Levin (1973)
Macpain (1975)
Squire (1973)

Blatchford (1973)
CU and .Hardy

(.1 974)
Goldstein (1966)
Hubbell (1974)
Lawry (1973)
Leppert (1974)
Levin (1973)
MScBain (1975);
Rich (14973)
Routh (1972),
Squire .5197



Community *Education (Continued)

Functions and activities

Teach and advise community;
arrange, conduct community -
workshops on drug abuse,
alcoholism, mental health,
corrections, etc., in genera'
or in regard to specific.
seMVECgs or proprarns.....

'Drug abuse Alcoholism-

Mackenzie and Bruce Mounsey (1973)
(1972)

Mtrkoff (1969) .

-U.S. Dept. of Health,
Education, and
Welfare (1971)

Mental health

American Psychiatric
Assoc. (1973)

Delworth et al.
(1974)

Greenbank and
Cameron (1968)

Grob (1967)-
1 ftylor (1971)

NiColetti and Flater-
Benz (1974)

Sata (1972)
Siepker et al. (1977)

Corrections
41-

Goddard and Jacobson
(1967)

Leenhouts (1973)
(1974)--"
(1975)

U.S. Dept. of
Health, t ducatton,
and Welfare (1971)

Other

Blatchford (1973)
Cain (1976)
Engs and Kirk
Savoge and Wesson
Goldstein (1966).-
taWry (1973)
Squire (1973)

Interpret program to families
Df clients, to community.

.

;eneral public relations. Markoff (1969)

.

Covner (1969)

4

Cole and Cole (1969)
gpstein (1967)
Kraus (1967)
Naylor (1971) ,
Nicoletti and Flater-

13(enz (1,974)
Ramsey (1972)
Siegel (1973)
Sobey (1970)

Fox (1973) .C.ain (1'976)
Cull and Hardy

1974)
Naylor (1974)
U.S. Dept. of

Health!' Education,
and Welfare (1971)

Cowne (1970)
Epstein (1967)

Case and Henderson
(1973)

. Goddard and
Jacobson (1967)

*
Cull and Hardy

(1974)
'Goldstein (1966),
Levin (1973)

le
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..i. Interagency Relationships ..s

. . .

Functions and activities Drug abuse Alcoholism Corrections ' Other.Mental health

Establish or maintain contacts
with other age'ncies or with
community organizations and/or .
resources.

Beier et al. (1971)
Chaplan et al. (1966)
Ewalte(1965)
Nicoletti and Plater-

Benz (19744
Schulman and Poole

(1968)
Sobey (1970)

Goddard and
Jacobson (j967)

Cull and Hardy
(1974)

Frank et al. (1969)
Goldstein (1966)
Nolan (1977)

Develop or.promo'te agency Davis (1970)
and/or community, State, Markoff_ (1969)
National programs, services,
or resources.

1,

Manohar (1973)
Mounsey (1973)

American Psychiatric
Assoc. (1973)

Beier et al. (1971)
Blatt (1969)
Burrill (1166)
Chaplan er al. (1966)
Christ (1967)
Cohen (1066)
Corning (1967)
Grob(1967)
Janzen 0974)
Kraus 9(1967)
Matarazzo (1970)
Nicoletti and Plater-

Benz (1970
.D!.D.annell.an.d.G.earge

Q, (197.7)0
Oppliger (1971)
Ramsey, (1`972)
Ryan (1960'..
Sainer and Katian

(1972)_
Sata (1972)

.Slepk r et al. (197
Sobey 70)

fib

Case and Hepderson
(1973)

Eller (1972)
Fox (1973)
Goddard and

Jacobson (1967)
Goter et'al. (1969)
Law Enforcement

Assistance Adm.
(1972)

Leenhouts 41978)
U.S. Dept. of

Health,. Education,
and Welfare (1971)

Ayes (1969)
Bartow (1974)
Cain (1976)
Cull and Hardy

(1970
Duckman (1969)

.,- Frank et al. (1969)
Freidin et al*. (1970)
Goldstein (1966)
Harkness and

Dougherty (1968),

Hubbell (1970
Hughes et al. (1972)
Kohn (1973)

' Lawry (1973)
eppext41_973a,b)

Levin (1973)
Naylor 4197111
Nolan (1977)
Thisse (1967)



9a

.11. Interagency Relationships (tontinued) 1

I

Functions and activities Drug abuse

Organize community grouPs,
for example, 'for prevention of
drug abuse, crime, mental
Illness, alcoholism; for com-
munity improvement; etc.

Rich (1973)

Alcoholism
LO.

Mental health Corrections Other

Ewalt (1965)
Ramsey (1972)
Sobey (1970)

Law Enforcement
Assistance Adm.
(1972)

Beverley (1975)
Levin (11)73)
Nolan (1977)
Rich (1973)
U.S. Dept. of

Health, Education,
and Welfare (191)

Coordinate agency,mmunity, Davis (1970)'
State, National prookatns or Markoff (1969)
resources. a

American Psychiatric
Assoc. (1973)

Greene and Mullen
(1973)

MatarazzO41970)
Nicoletti end Flater-

Benz (1974)
Warren (1968)

Case ,and Henderson
(1973)

Goddard and
Jacobson (1967)

Ingram and
Swartsfagei (1973)

Law Enforcement
Assistance Adm:
C197216.

Taylor et al.- (1969)

Blatchford (1974)
Cull and Hardy

(1974)
Frank et al- (1969)

'Lawry (197) .ar
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III. Program Administration

le

4.

geo

Functions and activities Drug Sbuse4 Alcoholism

PD

Mental health Corrections

1 -
Other

General program or staff ad- Davis (1970
ministration and supervision, Markoff.(1969)
for example, making up
budgets, reviewing and
revising program policies,
evaluating effectiveness of
s*vices provided, scheduling
stiff assignments, and
ijipolntments..

e ---

Manohar (1973)'
Ryberg (1969)

American Pychlatric
Assoc. (1973, 1977)

/-^ Cohen (1966)
cowne (1970).
Gelineau and Evans

(1970)
Levine (1968)
liatarazzo (1970)
b*Donnell and George

(1977)
Rath and David

(1973)
Sata (1972)
Griffiths and'

Widdowson
j(1971)

Bryant(1972)
Fox (1973) .

Goddard and
Jacobson (1967)

Leenhouts (1972,
1973, 1978)

U.S. gept. of
*-11%, Education-

and fare. (1971)

-

Ayes (1969)
Blatchford (1§74)
Byrpn (1974)
Cull and Hardy

(1974)
Duckman (1969)
Goldstein (1966)
Hubbell (1974)
Lawry (1473)
Levin (1973)
Nolan (1977)
Routh (1972)
Squire (1973)



III. Program Administration (Coptinued)

Functions and activities r Drug :abuse Alcoholism Mental health Corrections Other
0 in-and/or prepare
fa itities, equipment for
ci ent use.

44

Mackenzie and Bruce Savage (1972)
(1972)

Termansen (1973)

American Psychiatric
Assoc. (1973)

Burrill (1966)
Cohen (1966)
Janzen (1974)
Kallan (1973) 1"

Levine (1968)
Michener and Walzer

(1970)
Minor and Thompson

(1975)
Oppliger (1971)
Ramsey (1972)
Rich S1973)'
Ryan, (1966)
Sainer and Kallan ,

(1972)
Sainer (1973a,b)
Sata (1972),
Savage (1972) .
Siegel (1973)
SMiley (1973)
Sobey. (1970)
Wiseman (1964)

Eiler (1972)
Fox (1973)
Goddard and

Jacobson (1967)
Hargadine (1969)
Ingram and

Swartsfager (1973)
Law Enforcement

Assistance Adm.
(1972)

U.S. Dept. of
Health, Education,
and Y1fare (1971)

Ayes V969)
Bartow (1974)
Blatchford (1974)
Binkley et al. (1968)
Cain (1976)
Coles and Brenner

(1968)
Cull and Hardy

(1974)
Duckman (1969)
Frank, et al. (1969)
Goldstein (1966)
Healey (1973)
Hubbell (1974)
Kallan J1973)
Kohn (1973)
Leppert (1973a,b)
Levin (1973)
Nolan (1977)
Rich (1973)
.Routh (1972)
Squire (1973)
Suarez. and Ricketson

(1974)
Yawkey and Silvern

(1975)
nor

0
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V

111-.--Vogram Administration (Continued)

Functions and activities Drug abuse Alcoholism Mental health Corrections Other

Fundraising. Markoff (1969)
U.S. Department of

Health, Education,
and Welfare (1971)

4
s

American Psychiatry
Assoc. (1973)

Cowne (1970)
Grob (1967)
Michener and Waizer

(1970)
Oppliger (1971)
Ramsey (1972)
Rigger et al. (1969)
Ryan (1966)
Sata (1972)
Schwartz (1970)

Fo (1973)
dard and

acobson (1967)
Hargadine (1969)
Law Enforcement

Assistance Adm.
(1972)

Leenhouts (1973)

Bartow (1974)
Cull and Hardy

(1974)
Green (1971)
Vubbell (1974)
Kohn (1973)
Lawry (1973)
Leppert (1973a,b)
Levin (1973)
Routh (1972)
U.S. Dept. of

Health, Education,
and Welfare (1971)

Recruit staff.p. volunteers.

e

Cole and Cole (1969)
Epstein 11967)
Celineau and Evans

(1970)
Hetherington and

Rappeport (1967)
Roth (1967)
Sobey (1970)

Fox (1973)
Goddard and

Jacobson (4967)
LaW Enforcement .

Assistance Adm.
(1972)

Leenhouts (1973)

Ayes (1969)
Clark (3966)"
Freidin et al. (1970)
Goldstein'(1966)
Harkness and

Dougherty (1968)
Kallan (1973)
Leppert (1973a,b)
Naylor (1974)

peneral consultation for pro- Davis (1970)
grams, agencies, community. Markoff (19,69)

ti

-Fox (19737"-- ----- A-Ves-(1969) -------==
Law Enforcement Goldstein ft 66)

Aisistance Adm. Lawry (1'973)
(1972) Thisse (1967) ,

Leenhouts (1973)
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III, Program Administration (Continued)

Functions and activities Drug abuse

Inservi ping of volun- Davis (1970) 4
steers or couhseloirs, for Markoff (1969)
example, explaining procedures
and rules to new staff members,
_participating. as instructors--
In training programs.

Recordkeeping, for example,
filling out forms which deal
with client admission, prog-
ress, and/or discharge.

Report writing, for example,
writing accounts of inter-
actions with clients, informing
counselors or supervisors of
activities conducted with
clients.

Alcoholism MerAVS.halth

Manohar (1973) Cowrie (1970) -4w25rPos.

. Delwbrth et al. (1974)
Eisenstein (1969)
Gatineau- and-Evans

(1 970')
Hetherington and

Rappeport (1967)
Naylor (1971)
O'Donnell and George

Corrections

Case and Henderson
(1973)

Fox" (1973)
Goddard and- .- --

Jacobson (1967)

Other:-

Byron (1974)
Duckman (1969)
Leppert (1973a,b)

Levin ( -1973)

(1977)
Schulman anti Poole

(1968) .43

Markoff (1969) Bergman and Doland U.S. Dept. of Aud (1973)U.S. Dept. of 11974) Health, Education, Leppert (1973e,b)Health, Education,
and Welfare (1971)

Martz (1974)
Rath and David

and Welfare (1971) Routh (1972)

(1973 )

Cowne (1970) Ellenbogen and '. Aud (1973)
Green (1971) DiGregorio (1975) Goldstein (1966)
Hayler (1975)

. Hetherington and
Rappeport (1967)

Hinton and Sterling
(1975)

Noland and Voss
(1968)

Schulmbrl and Poole
(1968

,Stoeckel et at. (1975)
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III. Program Administration (Continued)

. .

4,

.
4

'

.4

-

$

....,,...

.

Functions and activities Drug abuse Alcoholism Mental health
.
*, Corrections -

.

Other

v OhMessenger.

""
. ,

Driscoll (197() Levine (1968)
Malhotra and Olgiati

(1977)
Widdowson and

Griffiths (1971)

.

Case and Henderson
(1973)

Fox (1973)
Goddard and

laeoSson (1967)

Binkiey et al.
(1968)

Frank et al. (1969)
Routh (1972)

Receptionist. American Hospital
Assoc.. (1973)

Markoff (1969)
U.S. Dept. of

Health, Education,
and Welfare (1971)

. I

American Psychiatric
Assoc. (1977.)

Featherman and
Welting (1971)

Holapd and Voss
(1968)

Roth (1967)
Sata (1974)
Sobey (1970)
Widdowson and

Griffiths (1971)

Fox (1973)
Goddard and

Jacobson (1967)
7

Ayes-1069)
Binkley et al. (1969)
Levin (1973) 4

Routh (1972)
U.S. Dept. of

Health, Education,
and Welfare (19717

.

Cleaning and or maintenance Markoff (1969)
and repair of equipment, Morley (1.976)
building, or grounds.-1- ..11.1,leet. of

t Savage (1972) Cowne (1970)-
Kotzen (1966)
Levine (1968) r
Mirror and

Thompson (1975)
Ramsey (1972)
Savage (1972)

U.S. Deptof
Health, Education,
and Welfare (1971)

A

Ave i (1969)
Beverley (19Th)
Clark (1966a,b)
Coles and Brenner

(1968)
Healey (1973a ,b)
Keating et al.

(1973)
Kohn (1973)
Sainer (1973)

Health, Education,
and Welfare (1971)

N

,

. .

,

-

.
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,
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Ill. Program Administration (Continued)

Functions and activities Drug abuse Alcoholism Mental health- Corrections Other
general secretarial and
clerical tasks.

American Hospital
Assoc. (1973)

Markoff (1969)

Cowne (1970)
Hallowitz (1968)
Levine (1968)
Malhotra and

Olgiati (1977)
Manasa (1973)
Ramsey (1972)
Roth (1967)
Sata (1974)
Schulman and Poole

(1968)

Case and Henderson
(1973)

Fox (1973)
Goddard and

Jacobson (1967)
Law Enforcement

Assoc. Adm.
(1972)

Social and Rehabili-
tation Service
(1969a)

Ayes (1969)
Binkley pt al. (19.8)
Cull and Hardy

(1974)
Goldstein (1966)
Lawry (1973)
Leppert (1973a.b)
Levin (1973)
MacBain (1975)
Routh (1972)
Sainer (1973a,b)
Yawkey and Silvern

(Y975)

4
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IV. Counseling in the Cpmmunity

Functions and activities Drug abuse .Alcoholism Mental health

Outreach, casefinding-ti.e.,
visit homes, families,
neighborhoods to motivate
persons in need to iseek
help, to extend treatment
or services.

0

,

Gay (1972),
Morley (1976),

-Manohar (1973) American Psychiatric
Assoc. (1975)

Beck and Gelineau
(1963)

Cain and Epstein
(1967)

Christ (1967)
Cole-and Cole (1069)
Collins (1967)
Corning (1967)
Featherman and

Welling (1971)
Baylor (1975)
Hinton and Sterling

(1975)
Kraus (1967)
Naylor (1971)
Nicoletti and Flater-

Berg (1974)
Sata (1974)
Siegel (1973)
Silverman (1969)
Sobey (1970)
Watson erg. (1975)

Corrections

Berger et al. (1975)
Bryant. (1972)
Ellenbogen and'

DiGregorlo (1975)
' Hubbell (1974)

Simmons (1975)
U.S. Dept. of

Health, Education,'
and Welfare (1971)

Other

Ayes- (1969)
Cull and Hardy

(1974)
Goldstein (1966)
Kallan (1973)
Kohn (1973)
Lawry ( -1973)
Morley (1 976)
,Naylor (1974)
Nolan (1977)
Routh (1972)
Squire (1973)

Observe and assess community Gay (1972)
problems, client needs. Mackenzie an Bruce

(1972)

American PsyChiatric
Assoc, (1973)

Christ (1967)
Cole and Cole (1969)
Martz (1974)
Nicoletti and Flater-

Benz (1974)
Nicoletti and Flater

(1975)
Sobey

'
('1970)

Beckmah (1972)
Goddard' and

Jacobson (1,970)
Ingram and.

Swartsfager (1973)
U.S. Dept. of

Aealth, Education,
and Welfare (1971)

Coles and Brenner
(1968)

Cull and' Hardy...(1974)
Duckman (1969)
Frank et al. 41969)
Leppert (1973a,b)
Squire (1973)

.3



IV. Cobnseling in the Community (Continued)

Fur Ions and activities Drug abuse Alcoholism -1M-erltal health Corrections Other
Crisis intervention. American Hospital .

Assoc. (1973)
Mackenzie and Bruce

Frederick (1972)
Hague (1969)
Hinton and Sterling

Goddard and
Jacobson (1967)

Goter et al. (1969)

Ayes (1469)
Engs and Kirk (1974)
Frank et al. (1969)' (1972) (1975) Law Enforcement Keating et al. (1973)Termansen (197) Roland and Voss Assistance Adm, U.S. Dept. ofU.S. Dept, of (1968) (1972) Health, Education,Health, Education,

and Welfare (1971)
Janzen (1974)
Jones (1968)

Leenhouts (1973) and Welfare (1)
Shore. et al. (1972)
Siegel (1973)

Sobey (1970)
Weis and Seiden

(1974)

O

f '

94

1

4

41r



V. Control and Enforcement
..

_Functions and activities

Investigation/surveillance.
r

---
Drug abuse Alcoholism Mental-health

---
Corrections Other I

*

c

'Ellenbogen and
DiGregorio (1975)

Hubbell (1974)
Leenhouts (1972, 1974)
Social pnd Rehabilitr

tion Serviee (1969a)
Stoeckel et al. (1975)

Locate clients. Mackenzie and Bruce
(1973)

Termansen (1973)
1

Maintain contact with clients,
followup, aftercare.

1

Gay et al. (1972)
Gelineau (1967) .
Markoff (1969)
Termansen (1973)

Ryberg (1969)
...

It at

American Psychtatr c
Assoc. (1975)

Beck and Gelineau
(1963)

Corning (1967)
Cowne (1970)
Epstein (1967)
Gelineau (1967)

i Grob (1967)
Hodgeman (1974)
Katkin et al. (1975)
Kotzen (1966)
Kraus (1967)
Nicoletti and Flater4

Benz (1974)
Ramsey (1977)
Rath and David (1973)
S'ainer and Kellen ,

(1972)
Sobey (;1970)

Barr (1971)
Bryant (1972)

ase and Henderson
(1973)

Law Enforcement
Assistance Adm.
(1972)

Leenhouts (1973)
Mounsey. (1973)
Savage and Wesson

(1975)
Silk (1972)
U.S. Dept. of

Health, EducStion,
and Welfare (1971)

Aud (1973)
Kellen (1973)
MacBain (1975)

U u 95
f

.:-



V. Control and Erlforcement (Continued)

Functions and activities

Supervise clients, e.g., con-
trolling and coordinating Client
traffic or disciplining clients.

Drug abuse Alcoholism

Boudin4et al. (1977) Ryberg (1969)
Davies (1970)
Markoff (1969)

Mental health

Katkin et al. (1975)
Levine (1968)
Malhotra and Olgiati

L19.77)
McGovern ,(1967)
Ramsey (1972)
Shore et al. (1972)
Siepker ell. (1977).
Spoei'l (1968)

L

Corrections

Goter et al. (1969)
Ku et 'al: (1975)
Law Enforcement

Assistance Adm.
(1975)

Social and Rehabili-
tation Services
(1969d)

\.

o

Other

gfuk (1966a,b)
Cull and Hardy

o (1974)
Goldstein (1966)
Routh 11972)
Yawkey and Silvern

(1975)

$.

f

ft

C

7
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VI. Client "ministration

Functions and activities Drug se Alcoholism Mental, ealth Corrections Other

Evaluation /diagnosis of clients' Davis (1970)
problems (independently or Gay et al. (197/I)
througl't staff discussion). Mackenzie and Bruce
observation. ,. (1972)

Markoff (1969)

4
1

t
*

a

Design or prescribe treatment
or services for clients
(independently or through
staff discussion).

< I

Davis (1972)
Markoff (1969)

Cowne (1%70) Ellenbogen and Amenta (1974) .

Delworth et al. (1974) DiCregorio (1975) Goldstein (1966)
Hayler (1975) Goddard and Kohn (1973)
Hetherington and #Jacobson (1967) Rich.(1973)

Rappeport (1967) Leenhouts (1973)
Noland and Voss Social and Rehabili-",

(1968) - tation Services 2.
Katkin et al. (1975) 1969b, d)
Kraus (1967)
Mitchener (1970 '
Polak and Kirby (1976)
Reling and Goldsmith,

(1967), ,
Schulman and Poole -,

(1968)
Sobey 11970) '°

Wahler and Erick on
........7...

(1969)

Colei and Cole (1969)
. ' Goldstein 11966)

Cowne (1970) " Holbrook (1974).
Evans and Goldberg Rich (1973) ,t

(1970)
.

Hayler (1975)
Hodgman and Stei

(1966)
, Hubka et al. (1974)

Rapp and Primo (1974)
Rath and David (1973)
Siegel (1973) ,
Smiley (1973)
Sobey (1970)
Wahler and Erickson

(1969),



VI. Client Administration (Continued)

Functions and activities I brug abuse Alcoholism. Mental health Corrections Other
Intake evaluation, screening; U.S. Dept. of

tointake interview. Health, Education,1 and Welfare (1971)

Bergman and Doland
(1974)

Holand and Voss
(1968) -

Kraft (1966)
Kraus (1967)
Sobey (1970)

Law Enforcement
Assistance Adm.
(1972)

Social and Reh.ibill-
tation Service
(1969a)

Amenta (11974)
Engs and Kirk

(1974) /
Naylor (1974)
U.S. Dept. of

Health, Education,
and Welfare (1971)

Interpret client language,
'behavior.

<

Sainer (1962)
Schulman and Poole

(1968)
Sobey (1970)

ives (1969)

Refer cleents to appropriate Mackenzie (1972)
programs or agencies.

ManAar (1973) n American PsychiStric
Assoc. (1975)

Beier et: al. (1971)
Cole and Cole (1969)
Cooper and Southard

(1966)
Greenbank and

Cameron (1968)
Hague (1969)

Hinton and Sterling
(1975)

Jarmusz (1969),
Jones (1968)
King (1971)
Michener (1970)
Siepker et al. (1977)
Slaikeu et al. (1975)
Tapp et al. (1?74)

Case and Henderson
(1973)

Hubbell (1974)
Law Enforcement

.Assistance Adm.
(1972)-

Call and Hardy
(1974)

Engs and Kirk
(1974')

Frank et al. (1969)
Freidin et al.

(1970)
Harkness and

Dougherty (,1968)
Hughes et al. (1972)
Lawry (1973)
Naylor (1974)
U.S. Dept. of

Health, Education,
and Welfare (1971)

98,

.



VI. Client Administration (Continued)

Functions and activities Drug abuse Alcoholism Mental health Corrections Other '

Liaiion between clients and
staff, community.

MaCkenzie (1972)
Termansen (197?)

Cohen (1966)
Cooper and Southard

(1966)
Evans and Goldberg

(1.970)
Gelineau and/Evans

(1970)
Nicoletti and Rater-

Benz (1974)
Oppliger (1971)
Reding and Goldsmith

(1967)
Shore et al. (T972)
Siepker et al. 0977)
Sobey (1970)
Spoerl (1968)

Goddard and
Jacobson 967).,

Mounsey (1973)
Social apd Rehablha-

tion Service
(1969b,d)

U.S. Dept. of
Health, Educatioix,
and Welfare (1971)

Ayes (1969)
Cull and Hardy

(1974)
Fre 'din er al. (1970)
Holbrook (1974)
Lawry (1973)
Leppert (1973a,b)
Squire (1973)
Suarez and

Ricketson -(1974)

Assist staff in providing
treatment, services.

4.

ti

Driscoll (1971)
Manohar (1973)

American Psychiatric Cowne (1970)
'Assoc. (1973) Goddard and
Bier et al. (1971) Jacobson (1967)
rrill (1966) Ingram and

Cooper (1967) Swartsfager n973)
Cooper and Southard Mounsey (1973)

(1966) Solomon and '
Cowne (1970) Horenslein (1974)
Maihotra and Olgiati

(1977)
Minor and Thompson

(1975)
Mitchell (1966)
gppliger. (1971)
Reyerson (1972)
Rich (1973)
Mager et al. (1969)
Ryan (1966)
Sobey (1970) .

Varenhorst (1974)

Ayes (1969)
Binkl9y er al. (1968)
Clark (1966)
Cowne (1966)
Cull and Hardy

(1974) 4ri
Goldstein (1966)
Hladky (1969)
Levin (1973)
Routh (1972)
Samar (1973a,b)
Squire (19734-

uarez and
Ricketson (1974)



t.,

4

VII. Personal Aid to Clients

, Functions and activities Drug abuse Alcoholism Mental health Corrections Other
Provide role model. Markoff (1969) Grob (1967) *

Kayler (1975)
Herman' (1976)
Nicoletti and Rater-

Benz (1974)
Oppliger (1971)
Paterson and

Paterson (1967)
Sobey (1970)

Ellenbogen and
DiGregorio (1975)

Ku et al. (1975)
Mounsey (1973)
Social and Rehabili-

tation Service
(1969b,d)

Goldstein (1966)
Rich (1973)
Suarez and

Ricketson (1974)

Provide information,
interpret program/services
to clients.

1

9'

American Hospital
Assoc. (1973)

Borenstein (1971)
Markoff (1969)

Cole and Cole (1969)
Cooper (1967) --
Fried and Dushkes

(1972)
Friedman (1975)
Hayler (1975)
Honton and Sterling

(1975)
Kleiman et al. (1977)
Siepker et al. (1970)
Silverman (1969)

Hubbell (1974) t
Ingram and

Swartsfager (1973)
Savage ar)4 Wesson

(1975) TO
Simmons (1975)

Aud (1973)
Ayes (1969)
Coles and Brenner

(1968)
Cull and Hardy

(1974)
Duckmarr (1969)
Engs and Kirk

(1974)
Goldstein (1966)
Leppert (1973b)
Levin (1973)
Naylor (1974)
Suarez and

Ricketson (1974)
U.S. Dept. of

Health, Education,
and Welfare (1971)

ar.
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VII. Personal Aid to Clients (Continued)

Functions and activities rug abuse Alcoholism Mental health Corrections \Other

Assist clients in securing'
employment, financial assist-
ance, housing, medical and
dental care, legal aid,
education, training, etc.

GW et al. (1972)
Gatineau (1967)
Markoff (1969)
U.S. Dept. of

Health, Education,
and Welfare (1971)

I

Beck et al. (1963)
Corning (1967)
Cowne (1970)
Epstein (1967)
Featherman and

Welling (1971)
Feinstein et al.

(4 974)
Gatineau and Evans

(1970)
Hayler (1975)
Herman (1976)
Hinton and Sterling

(1975)
Hodgman and Stein

(1966)
Hubka et al. (1974)
Kallan (1973)
Katkin and

Zimmerman (1975)
Kotzen (1966)
Levine (1968),
OpplIger (1971)
Ramsey (1972)
Ryan (1966)'
Sainer and Kallan

(1972)
Siegel (1973)
Silverman (1969)
Smiley (1973)
Sobey (1970)

Bryant (1972) A3ei(&\969)
Case and Henderson 4 BeverleA (1975)

(1973) platchford (1973)
Fox (1973) Duckmin (1969) -

Goddard and Goldstein "(1966)
Jacobson (1967) Kallan (1973)

Goter et al. (1969) ' Kohn (1973)

UubbeN (1974) LeppTrt (1973a , b)
Law Enforcement Levin (1973)

Assistance Adm. Morley (1976)
,(1972) Naylor (1974)

Leenhouts (1973) Routh (1972) ..
Savage and Wesson Suarez and

(1975) Ricketsod (1974)
Simmons (1975) -,-1. Thisse (1967)
Social and Rehabili- U.S. - apt. of

tation Service Heal , Education,
(1971) and W lfare

Taylor et al. (1969) (1971)
U.S. Dept. of

Health, ion,
and Welfare ( 971)

4
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Personal Asd to Clients (Continued)

Functions and activities Drug abuse Alcoholism Mental hlalth Corrections Other
5,ecure services for clients.

I

at

Cain and Epstein Bryant (1972): Lawry (1973)
(1967) Simmons (1975) Leppert (1973a,b).Herman (1976) Levin (1473)Schulman and Poole Suarez and(1968) Ricketson (1974)Siegel (1973) .

S.

. .ta

4

.
a

it

4
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VII. Persorial Aid to Clients (Continued)

Functions andactivitli

Provide concrete services to
clients, for examplp, home-
making, direct. care, trans-
pcAtation, etc.

brug abuse

Gay et al. (1972)
Mackenzie and Bruce

(1972)
Markoff (1.969)
Morley (1967)'

4

Alcoholism Mental htalth

1< ,

. Corrections Other

Driscoll (1971)

1

Abrams (1970)
American Psychiatric

Assoc! (1973)
Corning (1967)
Cowne (1970)
Featherman and

Welting (1971)
Fried and Dushkes

(197?)
Hayler.(1975)
Hinton and Sterling
'(1975)

Hodgman and Stein
(1966)

Kiallan (1973)
Kotzen (1966)
Kraus (1967)

'Levine (1968)
Michener and Walzer

(1970)
Naylor (1971)
Ramsey (1972)
Seiner (1973)
Schulman and Poole

(1968)
Siegel (1973)
Smiley (1973)
Sobey (1970
Tyce(19701
Watson et al. (1975)
Widdowson and

Griffiths (1971)

Berger et al. (1975)
Bryant (1972)
Case and Henderson

(1973)
Fox (1973)
Goddard and

Jacobson (1967)
Goter et al. (1969)
Hargadine (1969)
Hubbell (1974)
Ingram ,and

S*artsfager (1973)
Leenhouts (1973)

Ayes (1969)
Clark (1966a,b)
*Gull and Hardy

(1974)
Duckman (1964)
Goldstein (1966)
Healey (1973)
Hubbell (1974)
Kellen (1973)
Kohn (1.973)
Lawry (1973)
Leppert (1973a)
Mendelsohn and

Gold (1968)
Routh (1972)
Suarez and Ricketson

(1974)
U.S. Dept. of

Health, Education,
and Welfare (1971)

ti

1 I)
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VII. Persortal Aid to Clients (Fontinbed)

Functions and activities Drug abuse Alcoholism Mental health Corrections OtherProvide social and emotional Gay et al. (1972
support td: clients. Markoff (1969)

Morley (1976)
Termansen (1973)

I)

Driscoll (1971)
Ryberg (1969A

1 C.'

Cain (1967)
Cole and Cole (1969)
Towne (1970)
Fried and Dushkes

Friedman (1975)
Hague (1969)
Hay ler (1975)
Hodgman and Stein

lea'r1o9w6e6)(1967)

Katkin et al. (1975)
Kleiman et al. (1975)
Naylor (1971)
Oppliger (1971)

4 Ramsey.(1972)
Reding and Goldsmith

(1967)
Rich (1973)
Sainer (1973a, b)
Shore et al. (1972)
Siegel (1972)
Silverman (1969)
Sobey (1970)
Spoerl (1968)

WO.

Bryant (19;2)
Ellenbogen and

DiGregorio (1975)
Horeisi. (1972)
Leenhouts (1973)
Mounsey (1973)
Poorkai and

Bockelman (1973)
Savage and Wesson

(1975)

a)

Aud (1973)
Ayes 11969)
Blatchford (1974)
Cull and Hardy

(1974)
.Engs and Kirk (1974)
Goldstein (1966)
Healey (1973)
Kallan (1973)
Lawry (197S)
MacBain (1975)
Naylor (1974)
Squire (1973)

. Suarez and
Ricketson (1974)



VII. ,.,Personal Ald to Clients (Continued),

Functions and.activities Drug abuse Alcoholism
5

Mental health Corrections Ot

Teach and advise cliefits: Manasa (1973)
tutoring. Markoff (1969)

4

U.S. Dept. of
health, Education,
and Welfare (1971)

41011K,44

Covner (1/369)

$

American Psychiatric
Assoc. (1973) _

Blatt (19691
Burnis and Ackerly

(1969)
Chaplan et al. (1966)
Collins (1967)
Corning (1967)
Cowne (1970)
Faulkner (1975
Featherman and

Welling (1971)
Hayle'r (1975)
Herman (1976)
House (1968)
Hubka et al. (1974)
Kallan (1973)
Karowe (1967)
Kraus (1967)
Manasa (1973)
McGavern (1967)
Michener and Walzer

(1970)
Naylor (1971)
Nicoletti and Hata-

Benz (1974)
Oppliger (1971)
Ramsey (1972)
Rath and David

(1973)
'Rieger et (1969)
Roth (1967)
Saine (1972,

1973a,b)
Sthulman and Poole

(1968)

5

Berger et al.(1975) Ayes (1969)
Bryant (1972) Beverley (1975)
Case and Hendersorl 1351atchfor-d (1974)

(1973) 'Cain (1976)
Eller (1972) Cjar..4 f1966a,b)
Ellenbogen and Colesarrd Bcenner

DiGregorio (1975) / (1968)
Fox (1973) Cull and Hardy
Goddard and (1974)..

Jacobson (1967) Duckmdi (1969)
liargadirth (1969) Eller (1972)
Hubbell (1971)- Ferry (1968)
Law Enforcement Freund (197.1) .

Assistance Adm. Goldstein (1966)
. (1972) Healey (1173)
Leenhouts (1973) Hilferty and Scott
Manasa (1973) 41-974)

Mounsey (1973) Holbrook (1974)
Social and Reigabili-" Hubbell (19740)

tation Service Kallan (1973)
(1969a41) .Kohn` (1973) ;

Szymanski and Lear (1972)..
Fleming (1971) . Iseppert (1973a,b)

U.S. Dept. of Lqvini(1973)
HegIth, Education, PacBain (1975)
and Welfare (1921) Manasa /1973)

Muro (1974j
Oppliger (197i)
RiehN1973)
Routh (1972)
Schntt and Purpiss

(1975)
Squire (b973)
Sulds and Kirschner

(1975)



IA

VII. Pertonal Aid to'Clienti* (Continued)

__F ctions,and act ities,r- Drug abuse Alcoholism Mental healtn, Cori'ectiOns Other
Teach and advise clients;
tutoring. (Conignued)

I

f

(Continued)

Siegel (1973)
Siepker et al. (1977)
Silverman' (1969)
Smiley (1973)
Snyder (1975)
Sobey (1970)

....Tyce (1970)
Verenhoist (1974)
Watson et al. (1975)

(Continued)

U.S. Dept. .of
Health, Education.
and Welfare (1971)

Yawkey and Silvers
(1975)

Interventiori on behalf of
clients, for example, visiting
clients at work, accomprdnyil
them on lob interviews,
visiting them in "the hospital,
appearing for them in cart.

DrisCilik (1971) Gowns (1970)
-Naylor (1,971)
Sata (1972)
Siegel (1973),

Bryant (1972)
Case and Henderson

(1973)
Fox ('1 973)
Hubbell (1974)
Leenhouts (1973)
U.S. Dept. of

Health, Education,
and Welfare (1971)

A

A

A.

Auil 4,1973) .

Ayes (1969)
Cull and Hardy

(1974)
Healety (1973)
Kellen (1973)
Lawry (1973)
Levin (1973)
.Naylor (1974)
Seiner' (1973a.b)
Schindler-Rainman

11971)
Suarez and

Rickety (1974)
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VIII, 'Socializing with Clients ., \ el r
,.1

Functions ,and activities
w

. Drug abuse Alcoholism Mental health
.

Corrections
. .

Other

Conduct recreational programs, Markoff (1969).
Roupe (1973group activities.

e
0

A

e

,

?.

I

1

I

Abrams (1970)
American Psychiatric

Assoc. (1973)
Beck et al,. (1965)
Blatt (1969)
Brunell (1967)
Burrill (1966, 1%9)
Burnis (1969)
Christ (1967)
Collins (1967)
Corning (1967)
Cowne (1970)
Delworth et al.

(1974) .

Eller (1972)
Faulkner (1975)
Featherman and

Welling (1971)
Feinttein and

Cavanaugh (1974)
Fried and Dushkes

,, (1972)
`Celineau (1967)
"Greenbank and

Cameron (1968)
Hague (1969) .

Hayler (1975)
House (1968)
Hushka et al. (197,4),*

,. Kallan (1973)
"Katzen. (1966)

Kraus (1967) .

Lavker and Rosett
(1966)

-

MIN

BrYht (1972) Binkly et al. (1908)
Case and Henderson Clark (1966a,b)

(1973) Cull and Hardy
Eiler (1972) ' (1974)

'Ellenbogen and Goldstein (1966)
DiGregorio (1975) Green (1971)

Fox (1973) ' Holbrook (1974)
Goddard and Kallan (1973)

Jacobson (1967) Lawry (1973),
Hargadine (1969) Leppert (1973a)
Ingram and fituro 974)

Swartsfager (1923r Nolan (1977)
Leenhouts (1.9731 Rich ( 973)
Silk (1972) \ Routh 1972)
Social and Rehablii- Schmitt\ and Furniss

tation Service \ (1970
(1969a,b) r Squire(1973)

U.S. Dept. of . Yawkey and Silvern
Health, Education, (197)
and Welfare (1971)

,.

i

a
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I..VIII.
,

SociaJizing with Clients (Continued)

.9 .

Fdnctions and activities 'Drug abuse AlCoholism Mental health r
Corrections Other

Conduct recreaVionalkprograms. ' (Continued),group activities.' (Cbntsnued)

I

4.

.3

. .
Lear'and Lewington

(1974)
LeVine (1966)

* Levine (1968)
4 McGavern (1967)

Minor rand Thompson
(1975)

Naylor (1971)
Nicoletti anafFlater-

Benz (1974)
Patterson and

Patterson (1967)
Ramsey (1972)

5- Rapp and Primo (1974)
Rath and David (1973)
Reding and Goldsmith

1
Re(m1a9r67()1967)

/ Rieger et al.'(1969)
Roth (1967)
Sainer (1973a.b)
Sainer and Kallan

(1972) .

Sata (1973, 1974)
Schulman and Poole

47
..

(1968h'-...

Schwartz' (1.977)

51\ Siegel (1973)
Siepkor 'et al. (1970)
Smiley (1973)...

1
Sobey (1970)

,...-Spoerl (1968)
Tyce (1970) N

V Varenhorst (1974)
' Watson et al. (1973)
Wiseman (1969)
Wolff (1974)

4,

Ai-

MO

4.,

/
Y

..

4.

. .'

' 3- I':-'
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VIII. Soaalizing with'Clients (Continued)

9,% *i
a

r

Functions and a *vities

Escort clie4hts
tours; etc,

Drug abuse Aleoholism. Mental he th

trips. Morley (197Q

ti

American. Ps trier
Assoc. (1973)

Beck et al. (19651
Matt (1969)
Burnis (1969)
Collins (1967) f
Cowne (1970)
Ewalt (1965)
Faulkner (1975)
Feinstein et al.

(1974)
Fried and Dushkes.

(1972)
Herman (1976)
Hetherington and .

Rappeport (1967)
House (1968)
Hubka et/al. (1974)
Kotzen (1966)
Kraus (1967)
Lavker and Rosett

(1966)
Naylor (1971)
Patterson and

"Pattersono(1967)
Ramsey (1972)
Rath and David (1973).
Roth (1967)

. Schwartz (1970)
Tyce 0970)
Watson et al. (1975).
Wiserebn (1969)

Coctions Other

Berger et al. (1975)
Case and Henderson

(1973)
Fox (1973)
Goddard and

Jacobsen (1967)
U.S; Dept. of

Health, Education,
and iltelfare (1971)

, Binkly et al. (1968)
Clartc (1966a)
Cull and Hardy

(1974)
Goldstein (1966)

,Lawry (1973)
Leppert (1973)
Rich (1973)
Routh (1972)
Squire (1973)
Yawkey and.Silverp

.(1975).

4
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VIII. iociakzing with Clients (Contin ed)

ginctions and activities Dr. g abuse', Alcoholism dental health Corrections Other
--NServe as a companion, . msey ( 72)

S American Psychiatric Barr (1971) Arthur 0973)frrend, sponsor.
Assoc. (1973) Berger et al. Ayes (1969)40 Arthur'et al. (1973) (1975) Blatchford (1974)O.

4 'Beck et al. (1965) Berman (1975) 'Coles and Brenner
r

Bergman and Doland Bryant (1972) (1963)
(1974) Fox (1973) Cull and Hardy

Boylin. (1973) Goter et al. (190) (1974)
BruAell (1967) Hargachne (1961 Kallan (1973)' 4f Burnis and Ackerly Hore)si (1972) . Kohn (1973)

(1969)
, Kuet al. (1975) Mendelsohn andBurrill (1966) Leenhouts (1972, Gold (1968)Chinsky and, 1973) Muro (1974)

Rappaport (1970) Mounsey (1973) Naylor (1p79)
(1966) Savue and Wesson Oppliger 11971)d

Cowne (1970k (1975) . Routh (1972)
Evans (1970) Simmons (1975) Schmitt and Furniss-
Ewalt (1965) Social and Rehabill- (1975)
Fischei.(1970) tation Service Suarez andGelineau (19E7) (1969a) . Ricketson (1974)
Gelineau and,EVans Solomon and Sulds and KirsChner

(1970) . Horenstein (1974) (1975) ,
1 Green, (19,1) . Szymanski and U.S. Dept: of

Hetherington and Fleming (1971) ' Health, Education,,i

Rappeport (1967) Taylor et al. (1969) , and Welfare (1971)House (1968) ..i U.S. Dept, of
0 Kallari (19131' I. Heal% cation,

Karowe (1967) 4. and We e 4., 971)40 King et al. (1970) 1-

. .
Kotzen (1966.)g
Kraus, (1967)

,....,21,t, i A
Michene and Walzer .
Kulik etwil. (1969)

r_
, ,

i# (1970,Y
,

"`
Mitchell (1966a,b) "; i
Naylor (1971) - i

q

.

F.

Li 0

My
.34
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v.,

VIII. Socializing with Clients (Continued)

to

V

Functions and activities Drug abuse Alcoholism .Mental health Corrections Other

Serve as ,a companion, friend,
sponsor.' (Continued)

re"

ere.

Ak
ti

.( Continued)

Patterson (1967)
Ramsey 1(1972).
Rath and David

(1973)
Rich (1973)
Seiner and Kalla

(1972)
Schwartz -(1970)
Shipley (1976)
Siegel (1913)
Silverman (1969)
Smiley (1973) .

Snyder. (1975)
Sobey (1970)
Varenhorst (1974)
Watson et al. (1975)
Witkin (1973)



VIII. Socializing with Clients (Continued)

Functions and activities, Drug abuse Alc ohOlism Mental health Corrections 1* Other
Arrange for, prdvide enter- Morley (19761
tainment for clients.

44,

American Psychiatric
Assoc. (1973)

Beck et al. (1965)
Burrill (1966a,b)
Cbllins (1967)
Ewalt (19654
Featherman and

Welling (1971)
Feinstein and

Cavanaugh (1974)
Fried and Dushkes

(1972)
14etherington and

- Rappeport 11967)
Kallan (1973)
Layker and Rosett

(1966)
Levine (1968)
Morley (1976)
Oppliger' (1971)
Ramsey (1972)
Rieger et al. (1969)
Tyce (1970)
Varenhorst (1974)
Wiseman (1969)

Eller (1972)
Fox (1973)
Goddard and

Jacobson (1967) .\
Hargi'dme (1969)
Ingram and

Swartsfager (1973

I

Ayes (1969)
Clark (1966a,b)
Cull and 'Hardy

(1974)
Green (1971)
Kallan (1973)
Lawry. (1973)
Leppert (1973a)
MacBain (1975)
Morley (1976)
Nolan (1977)
Routh (1972)
Sulds and Kirschner

(1975) '
Yawkey and Silvern

(1975)

r

44.
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IX, Psychological/ Psychiatric Services
.0

,
1,

1
':-.,

. '
.

. ,

' Functions and activities Drug abuse Alcoholism Mental health Corrections ,Other
,,,

Administer psychological tests Driscoll (1971)
or appraisal histruments: I
scoring. ' ft..,

... .,

' V

Bergman and Doland
(1974)

Schulman and Poole

Sie(p191<fe8r) et al. (1977)

Goter et al. (1969)
Leenhouts (1973.)

.

Cull and Hardy
(1974) ,

Levin (1973)

.

,.
Interpret psychological tests
or appraisal instruments. .

Leenhouts- (1973)
.

.

Psychotherapy. . , Krebs (1971)
Ramsey (1972)

Leenhouts (1972)

Individual and/or group Boudin et al. (19771 Covner (1969)
counseling. ) Gay et al. (1972) ''Ferneau and Paine

\N
Mackenzie and Bruce (1972)

(1972) ,- Madden and Kenyon
Markoff (1969) (1975)
4U.S. 'Dept. of Manohar (1973)
I Health, Education, Van Meulebrouck

, and Welfare (1971) (1973)

" /

:. -
.

/
..

.

American Psychiatric
Assoc (1977)

Beck et al. (1963)
Beier et al: (1971)
Cooper (1967)
Cowne (1970)
Delworth et al.

(1974P
Featherman and

Welling (1911)
Feinstein et al.

(1974) .
Heilig et al. (1968)
Holand and Voss

(1968)
Kleiman et al. (1977)
Polak and Kirby

(1976)
Nicolett) and Flater-

Benz (1974) I

Sata (1974)
Schulman and Poole

(1968)
*Siegel (1973

Siepker et al. (1977)
Sobey (1970)

Berger et al. (1975)
Case and Henderson

(1973)
Ellenbogen and

DiGregorto (1975)
Fox (1973) .

Goter et al. (1969)
Hargadine (1969)
Horeisi (1973)
Ingram and

Swartsfager,
(1973) .

Ku et al. (1975)
Law Enforcement

Assist, Adm.
(1972) r

Leenhouts (1972,
1973)

SO (1972)
Social and Rehabili-1)

tation Service
(1969b)

Szymanski and
Fleming (1971)

U.S.,.Dept. of
Health, Education,

Aves (1969)
Cull and Hardy

(1974)
Leppert (1973a)
U.S. Dept. of

Health. Education,
and Welf-a"re (1971)

. r

a

. .
r,

.

'

an .Wel fare 1

1 1

)

1
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IX. Psychological/Psychiatric Services (Continued I

Functions-and activities Drug abuse

/

Alcoholism Mental healtrl, Corrections Other
Telephone hotline, crisis
intervention.

I1

Mackenzie (1972) American r'Psychiatric
Asoc. (1975)

Bleach and CIairborn
(1974)

Evans (1976)
Greene and Mullen

(1973)
Het lig et .al. (1968)
rloland and Voss

(1968)
Jamison and Johnson

(1975) -

Jarmum (1969)
king or-1971)
-McGee and

Knickerbocker
(1972)

'O'Donnell and George
41977)

Peerson and
Babigian (1972)

Pretzel (1970)
Ramsey (1972)
_Schoenfeld and Neal

(1976)
Siegal .(1973)
Slaikeuet al. (1925)
Tapp 4t al. 974)
Wallis 'et al.. (1976)

t

1 ! 4

3

Ingram and
Swartsfager (1973)

Law Enforcement
Assistance Adm.
(1972)

Aies (1969) ...

Engs and Kirk (1974)
Frank et al. (1969)
Healey (1973)
Routh (1972)
U.S. ,Dept. of

Halth, Education,
and Welfare 1197

ti
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X. Medical/Dental Services

Functions and activities Drug abuse Alcoholism Mental health Corrections Other

Intake medical or dental
examinations; per form
diagnostic or laboratory
tests.

Borenstein (1971)
Davis (1970)

Hague (1969) Goter: et al. (1969) Amenta .(1974)
Law Enforcement' Frank et al. (1969)

Assistance Adm. Freidiri et al.
(1912) (1970)

. Harkness and
Dougherty,(1968)

Hughes et al. (1972)

ProvideJnedical or dental care
to clients in treatment.

American Hospital
Assoc. (1973)

, Borenstein (1971)-
Davis (1970)
Markoff (1969)
U.S. Dept. )of

Health, E8ucation,
and Welfare (1971)

tr.

Prescribe and/or administer
Medication to clients.

Gay et al. (1972)
Mackenzie and Bruce

(1972)
Markoff (1969)

Michener and Walzer
(1970)

Sobey (1970)

Leenhouts (1972, Amenta (1974)
1978) ... Blatchfcrrd 11974)

Sociarand Rehabili- ," Frank et al. (1969)
tation tervice .-I Freidin et al. (1970)
(1969b)

1 ,\
Nicoletti and Flater- Amirta (1-9741

Benz 11174) . Frank et al. (1969)
Freidin et al. (1970)

Prepare medical or dental'
supplies for program, client
use.

Mk. Aves (1969)
Cull and Hardy

(1974)
Frank et al. (1969)
Kallan (1973)
Lawry (1973)

4
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Xl. Legal Services*"

Functions and activities Drug abuse AlaboliFn Mental health Corrections Other
Defend clien,ts in court. a,

Hubbell (1974)
Shamberg (1968)(Consult with 0/oats about

their legal problems.
U.S. Department of

Health. Education.
and Welfare (1971)

Case and Henderson s Duckman (1969)
(1973)

Law Enforcement
Assistance Adm

° (1972)
Leenhouts (1978)
Shamberg (1968)
Simmons (1975)

Advise members of the
staff about. legal issues
concerning the program
and/or the clients.

Cull and Hardy
(1974)

Larry (1913)
Thisse (1967)

o,

l'G
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XII. Research

Functions and activities , Drug abuse. Alcoholism . Mental health . Corrections Other

Design, implement and/or
direct research projects.

Nicoletti and Flbter- Fox (1973)
. Benz (1974) Lcenhouts (1973)

Nicoletti and Flater
(1975)

Warren (1968)

Nolan (1977)

O

Interviewing, data collection
and processing.

Sata (1972, 1974)
Schulman and Poole

(1968)
Tapp et al. (1974)
V renhorst (1974)

Fox (1973)
Goddar'd and

Jacobson (1967)

Leppert (1973a)
Nolan (1977)

7
Research'in general, Morley (1976)

. ,

Grob (1967) , U.S. Dept. of . Levin (1973)
tieing et al. (1968)* Heaq, Education,
Sata (1974) and Welfare (1971)
Siepker et al. (1977) .

11


